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Abstract

The visual cortex analyzes motion information along a hierarchical architecture
composed of several visual areas. These areas interact through bidirectional
interconnections in which bottom-up connections pass on the driving visual
input from lower areas to higher areas, while top-down connections re-enter
higher level representations to the earlier areas via feedback. This thesis pro-
poses a bio-inspired visual model for motion detection and integration in which
feedforward and feedback interactions are incorporated. Our model takes into
account two main areas in the visual cortex along motion pathway, V1 and MT,
with different feature selectivities, V1 (direction selectivity) and MT (velocity
selectivity). The model highlights how the visual cortical areas interact and
communicate with each other based on the different representations involved.
A neuromorphic vision sensor (silicon retina) is exploited where the input is
generated by an event sensor that is sensitive to temporal changes in the in-
put luminance. The neuromorphic vision sensor simulates the spike-generation
functionality of the biological retina which is unlike a frame-based sensor that
generates fully integrated luminance functions. This thesis shows how the
functionality of Adelson-Bergen spatiotemporal filtering is adapted to be con-
sistent with the bio-mimetic architecture of the silicon retina. The model uses
a normalization method that operates upon a pool of cells in the surrounding
neighborhood of spatial and feature selectivity. This normalization reduces
the overall activation and tends to conserve the overall signal energy in the
pool of cells which interact competitively. The prior enhancement of selected
cells in turn reduces the activity of those cells that have not received any
feedback. The model makes use of modulatory feedback mechanisms, which
enhance driving feedforward activations. In order to show the robustness of
our model, we examined the model by probing it with synthetically generated
ground truth stimuli and realistic complex motions. The results reveal that
the error margin between the estimated motion and synthetic ground truth is
decreased in area MT compared with the initial estimation of area V1. The
modulated V1 cell activation shows an enhancement of the initial motion es-
timation that is steered by feedback signals from MT cells. In addition, we
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demonstrate the usability of the suggested model for classification purposes
where action recognition is selected as a case study. The results highlight the
richness of the features extracted from our model which leads to an accurate
recognition of biological movements acquired from human articulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Visual perception enables interaction with the surroundings and is thus key
ability in the field of biology, and human beings in particular. The human
visual system captures visual information from the outside world through sen-
sory transduction which encodes this information to neural signals and sends
them across pathways that interpret the visual information. The analysis of
visual motion is a crucial aspect of our existence which permeates all of our
activities enabling us to predict and understand moving objects . Humans
can easily understand visual scenes that consist of translatory, rotatory, ar-
ticulated or biological motions such as walking, running, jumping, and so on.
These motions require sophisticated computations in order to be interpreted
and analyzed by our brain. The rapid and high accuracy of our visual system
highlights the superiority of our brain compared with even the most compli-
cated artificial cognitive systems.

Over the last few decades, investigations in the fields of cognitive psychol-
ogy and neuroscience have increasingly led to a greater understanding of the
underlying mechanisms of the brain. These studies have revealed much of how
the brain functions and of how it is influenced and activated via a stimulus,
thereby revealing that the brain is a powerful neurocognitive system. Many
details of the brain’s visual areas V1 and MT have been investigated, for ex-
ample, how neurons in areas V1 and MT respond to stimulus and what the
properties are of the neurons in both areas. However, several issues still need
to be examined, such as how the visual areas can interact and how high level
areas can project feedback signals to low level areas where each has particular
properties.

The evolution of studies in visual processing has involved several disci-
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1.2. Visual perception Chapter 1. Introduction

plines, for example, neurosciences, computer sciences, mathematics, image
processing, and electrical engineering. This interdisciplinary approach has
increase the number of simulation models of the brain’s cortical areas that
can be used to guide automatic behavior for many applications such as ma-
chine vision, surveillance, object recognition and biological motion detection.
Developing hardware and software in parallel has paved the way for artificial
systems with high performance, more accuracy, and reduced computational
time. In artificial vision systems, vision sensors are often used to equip visual
systems with visual information. One of the promising techniques to emulate
biological retina sensing is the neuromorphic vision sensor. Such systems use
address-event representation (AER), in which each pixel of the vision sensor
responds instantaneously and independently based on intensity changes. The
sensor generates spikes of events with sub-millisecond timing precision, through
which subtle and rapid motion can be detected. Neuromorphic vision sensors
are increasingly being used in different applications, however, few models for
motion estimation have been reported on how to build an adaptive model that
is consistent with the functionality of neuromorphic vision sensors.

Motion estimation research is a burgeoning field and has various interesting
aspects. Our aim was to build a bio-inspired model for motion estimation that
simulates the computational process of the brain’s areas. This model has a re-
alistic multi-stage estimation of motion which considers the cortical areas that
are dedicated for motion estimation. The model uses neuromorphic vision sen-
sors for data acquisition rather than a conventional frame-based camera. This
sensor equips the model for data acquisition with a high temporal resolution
and reduces the redundant information captured by a frame-based camera.
Such a visual sensory system requires an adaptive model which is consistent
with the functionality of AER principles. The model can be used in various
applications such as object recognition and biological motion detection.

1.2 Visual perception

In visual perception, motion is a significant source of information for the cor-
tical visual system where this information is analyzed and processed via a
considerable number of interconnected areas [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991].
The visual input is evaluated and processed by a hierarchy of brain areas where
each area contains layers of neurons that are characterized by specific proper-
ties [Lamme et al., 1998]. The neuron responses increase in complexity from
the lower level to the higher cortical area [Perrone, 2004]; [Ungerleider and
Haxby, 1994].

Along the visual cortex hierarchy, the visual input is evaluated and inter-
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Chapter 1. Introduction 1.2. Visual perception

preted into contextual information through two streams, namely the dorsal
and ventral pathways [Mishkin et al., 1983]; [Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982].
The dorsal pathway (also known as motion or where stream) is involved in
the analysis of visual motion information where this pathway propagates from
V1 in the occipital lobe toward the parietal lobe (areas MT, MST). In paral-
lel with dorsal pathway, a progression of areas from V1, V2, and V4 running
ventrally toward the temporal lobes (also known as form or what stream) is
specialized for the analysis of visual attributes and object recognition other
than motion [Bear et al., 2007]. Figure 1.1 shows the hierarchy of the visual
areas in which 1.1 (a) depicts the dorsal and ventral pathways in the human
brain, while 1.1 (b) demonstrates the large number of connections that link
the brain’s cortical areas and the two pathways in order to pass on information
as suggested by [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991]. The following subsections
present the general physiology and an overview of the relevant visual areas.

1.2.1 General physiology

Vision is an intricate process that requires numerous computations generated
via a large number of elements in the brain. The core element of the brain is
the neuron (also known as the nerve cell). The brain contains an incredible
1012 cells [Hubel, 1995]. The important morphological parts of the neuron are
the dendrites and axon. The elaborate branching structure of the dendritic
tree enables a neuron to receive inputs from other neurons through synaptic
connections. On the other hand, the axon carries the neuronal output to other
cells [Dayan and Abbot, 2001]. In essence, a typical neuron has a soma (cell
body that containing the cell nucleus), dendrites (a branched structure that
forms the main incoming signals pathway), and a single axon (a transmitter
of outgoing signals to the surrounding cells).

Neurons propagate pulses or electrical signals in response to a chemical
interaction known as the action potential. The fundamental mechanism of the
action potential was first demonstrated by [Hodgkin, 1937a]; [Hodgkin, 1937b],
where the authors blocked the action potential after either cooling or pressur-
ing the nerve segments. The principle of the action potential is based on the
differences in voltage (i.e., potentials) between the inside and outside of the cell
membrane. The inside of the cell is more negative than the outside (membrane
potential is about -70 mv), and the neuron is said to be polarized. The chan-
nels of the electrically charged particles or ions (sodium Na+, potassium K+,
chloride Cl-, and calcium Ca2+) that are located in the neuron membrane are
opened or closed in response to neurotransmitters. The redistributions of the
ions change the voltage differences across the membrane. As a consequence,
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Dorsal stream

Parietal Lobe

Eye
Thalamus

Occipital Lobe

Temporal Lobe

Ventral stream

Frontal Lobe

Parietal Lobe
Dorsal stream

Ventral streamTemporal Lobe

(a)

(b)

V1

Figure 1.1: The hierarchy of the visual areas. (a) shows a sketch of the human
brain in which the main processing pathways are depicted. The dorsal pathway in-
cludes areas V1, MT, MST and beyond. This pathway processes the motion in-
formation that related to where is the object in the scene. The ventral pathway
contains areas V1,V2, V4 and beyond focuses on computing the form information
such as extraction the object contour and junctions. (b) illustrates the numerous
connections among the hierarchy of the visual areas that suggested by [Felleman and
Van Essen, 1991] (The image is adopted from http://vis.berkeley.edu/courses/cs294-
10-fa07/wiki/index.php/A1-ArielRokem). The hierarchy shows 32 visual areas that
connected by 187 links where most of which have been demonstrated to be reciprocal
pathways.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 1.2. Visual perception

when the voltage difference is decreased (also called depolarized) and reaches
a threshold value, an impulse or spike (i.e., action potential) will travel along
cell’s axon. The production of an action potential is sometimes referred to as
firing.

Brain cells interact via electrical impulses and are always active all the
time so as to be able to manage every day life. Each neuron in the brain
receives information from thousands of other nerve cells, and in turn sends
information to other thousands of cells. The complexity of the brain is a
matter not just of numbers of cells, but the intricacy of brain organization,
how the brain works, and the particular properties of each area in the brain.
Recent advances in medical imaging technologies (e.g., magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and Functional MRI (fMRI)) have had a major contribution in
understanding the activation in brain areas and to identify neural models for
each area (see [Wandell and Dougherty, 2006] for a review of how techniques
have been developed for measuring human brain activity). This gives rise
to the question regarding the level at which the neural model simulates the
functionality of the biological neuron to build an artificial cognitive system.
The neural model is a burgeoning topic that requires further investigation.
This thesis focuses on the creation of a new neural model for motion detection
and integration. The following sections provide an overview on the visual areas
considered in this work.

1.2.2 Overview of the visual areas related to this work

• The retina is the first processing area in the visual system where the
photo receptors convert luminance into signals. These signals are passed
on via the optic nerve to the next visual area, the lateral geniculate
nucleus (LGN) . The LGN consists of magnocellular and parvocellular
layers in which neurons have a circular receptive field (RF) with a center-
surround organization [Kuffler, 1953]; [Hubel and Wiesel, 1961]; [DeAn-
gelis et al., 1995]. Figure 1.2 (A) shows the structure of the RF of the
LGN neuron that has an ON (+) and OFF (-) center-surround organi-
zation. The ON center responds to bright visual stimuli, while the OFF
surround region responds to dark stimuli. The center-surround organiza-
tion of the neurons’ RFs enables these cells to send contrast-information
on the visual stimuli based on the differences of the center-surround firing
rate [Kandel et al., 2000].

• The primary visual cortex (also known as V1 or striate cortex) re-
ceives the output signals from the LGN. Area V1 is located in the oc-
cipital lobe of the brain and plays a critical role in visual perception.
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1.2. Visual perception Chapter 1. Introduction

This area is considered as the first processing area of visual information
and the basis of two visual processing pathways, the ventral and dorsal
pathways [Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982].

Orientation selectivity is a key feature of the responses of V1 neurons,
in which neurons respond strongly to a bar stimulus that is placed at
a particular orientation [Hubel and Wiesel, 1959]; [Hubel and Wiesel,
1962]. Another important feature is that the cells in area V1 respond
to spatialtemporal orientation (i.e., motion) in which the V1 cells gather
inputs from an array of photoreceptors covering the spatial extent of
its receptive field, and sum their outputs over time with an appropriate
temporal impulse response [Adelson and Bergen, 1985].

In area V1, neurons are classified as simple and complex cells [Hubel and
Wiesel, 1960]; [Hubel and Wiesel, 1968]. Neuroscientists have shown that
V1 simple cells use linear filters which are polarity-dependent on the bar
contrast. The complex cells combine the activity of the simple cells
in a nonlinear fashion, and thus the responses of the complex cells are
no longer polarity-dependent [Movshon et al., 1978b]; [Movshon et al.,
1978a]; [Emerson et al., 1987]; [Pack et al., 2006].

V1 neurons have elongated receptive fields (RFs) due to a single reti-
nal output that is transmitted to area V1 via multiple pathways with
different strengths [Kara and Reid, 2003]; [Derrington and Webb, 2004].
By way of illustration, Figure 1.2 shows the receptive field structure of
the simple and complex cells in area V1. The simple cells RFs are char-
acterized by separate ON and OFF elongated subregions. The ON (+)
subregion responds to the bright visual stimuli, and the OFF (-) sub-
region responds to dark visual stimuli. In contrast, the complex cells
respond to the dark and bright visual stimuli at any position in the
RF due to the lack of separate ON/OFF subregions. Along the dorsal
pathway, the responses of V1 cells transmit to a subsequent area middle
temporal (MT) and beyond such as medial superior temporal (MST).

• The area MT is considered as the main processing area for motion
perception, in which V1 responses are integrated within larger RFs [Si-
moncelli and Heeger, 1998]; [Xiao et al., 1997a]; [Xiao et al., 1997b]. This
area has been investigated widely (see for example [Zeki, 1974]; [Van Es-
sen et al., 1981]; [Felleman, 1984]; [Born and Bradley, 2005]), and these
studies have confirmed that the area MT contains high constructions of
direction-selectivity neurons which are highly responsive to visual mo-
tion. These studies have identified the responses of area MT as one of
the main signals in the dorsal processing stream.
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Figure 1.2: Receptive field structure of the neurons in areas LGN and V1 (image
taken from [DeAngelis et al., 1995]). (A) Schematic and experimental profiles of
the RF of an ON-center neuron from the LGN of a cat. In the traditional depiction
(left), the RF has a central ”ON” region (+) which is responsive to the onset of
a bright stimulus, and a surrounding ”OFF” region (-) which is responsive to the
onset of a dark stimulus. On the right is shown a 2-D spatial (x-y) RF profile for
an ON center cell. Regions of visual space that are responsive to bright spots are
delimited by solid contour lines; regions responsive to dark spots are represented by
dashed contours. Darkness of shading is proportional to response strength. A center
surround structure is clearly seen in this profile, although the surround is fairly
weak. (B) The left image schematically depicts the RF of a simple cell exhibits an
alternating arrangement of elongated subregions that are responsive to either bright
(+) or dark (-) stimuli. A measured RF profile for a simple cell from cat striate
cortex is shown on the right as a contour map. (C) Spatial RF structure of a complex
cell. In the traditional schematic illustration shown on the left, pluses and minuses
are shown throughout the field, indicating that the cell responds to both bright and
dark stimuli at each position. Panels on the right show the RF profile of a complex
cell. Because regions responsive to bright and dark stimuli overlap, separate profiles
are shown for bright and dark stimuli.
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1.2. Visual perception Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.3: Receptive field structure of the MT neurons (image taken from [Born,
2000]). A: classical receptive field (CRF) cell. The neuron was tested with random
dot patterns moving within circular windows of varying diameters. The dots always
moved in the neuron’s preferred direction. B: center-surround cell. The center of the
neuron’s receptive field was stimulated with a single bar that moved in the preferred
direction (PD). The surround was stimulated with an annular window of random
dots whose direction of motion varied from trial to trial.

The geometry of MT neurons has been investigated by [Born, 2000], who
identified two types of MT cells: center-surround and classical receptive
field (CRF) cells, Figure 1.3. The center-surround cells respond well to
a single bar or spot but poorly to large textured stimuli such as random
dots. This is because receptive fields have antagonistic surrounds, thus
rendering neurons unresponsive to wide-field motion. However CRF cells
respond best to wide-field motion because neuronal receptive fields have
reinforcing surrounds. The nature of the center-surround interactions
has also been tested by Born who found that the preferred direction of
the surround, with respect to that of the center, tends to be either in the
same or opposite direction and rarely in orthogonal directions.

1.2.2.1 Neuron properties in areas V1 and MT

Each area in the visual system has specific properties [Lamme et al., 1998].
Neurons in area V1 are selective for spatio-temporal frequency, while neurons in
area MT are more responsive and tend to have a higher directional selectivity
than neurons in V1 [Churchland et al., 2005]. V1 and MT neurons have a
preferred direction tuning in which V1 cells have a weak inhibition in the
anti-preferred direction. The preferred direction of motion is identified as
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the direction that elicits the greatest mean firing rate, and the anti-preferred
direction is 180◦ from the preferred direction [Snowden et al., 1991]. Snowden
and co-authors showed that the proportion of directionally selective responses
is 30% in V1 and 92% in MT, which is consistent with the findings in [De Valois
et al., 1982]; [Lagae et al., 1993].

Concerning the speed selectivity of V1 and MT neurons, [Mikami et al.,
1986] showed that the large RFs of neurons in area MT permit directional
interactions over larger distances than the more limited RFs of V1 neurons. As
a consequence, MT neurons have a functional advantage because they detect
directional differences for higher speeds than V1 neurons. This is in agreement
with the experimental results of [Churchland et al., 2005] and [Priebe et al.,
2006], where the authors recorded higher preferred speeds of neuron responses
in area MT compared to the responses of neurons in area V1.

The speed tuning of MT neurons has been investigated by [Perrone and
Thiele, 2002]; [Perrone and Thiele, 2001]; [Perrone, 2004], who showed that the
speed sensitivity of MT neurons is influenced by the degree of orientation of the
spectral receptive fields in the spatiotemporal frequency domain. Figure 1.4(a
and b) presents a spatiotemporal frequency plot of a moving object at speed v,
in which the spectral receptive field lies on a line of slope -v. The slope of the
object spectrum changes depending on the object’s speed where a faster speed
produces a steeper slope. In the spatiotemporal frequency domain shown in
Figure 1.4(c), the sampling size of the neuron receptive field grows linearly
with the distance from the origin in order to keep the same uncertainty in the
velocity space [Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990].

1.2.2.2 Motion perception and aperture problem

Individual neurons, in principle, can respond either to the motion of each
orientated contour (component motion) or to the overall movement of the
pattern (pattern motion) [Snowden et al., 1991]. This has been investigated by
[Adelson and Movshon, 1982]; [Movshon et al., 1985] where the authors showed
that all neurons in area V1 respond in component motion, while numerous
numbers of MT neurons respond in a pattern motion (see also [Rodman and
Albright, 1989] for discussions regarding the underlying motion perception of
neurons). Movshon and co-authors have attributed this to the existence of
two stages of motion analysis in the mammalian visual system. The first stage
deals with motion information perpendicular to the contrast orientation, which
is then integrated into the second stage based on a nonlinear fashion.

Neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) are selective to spatio-temporal
stimulus features where neurons in this area have small RFs, or filter sizes.
Consequently, they can only detect local motion components that occur within
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Figure 1.4: Spatiotemporal frequency plots. (a) Representation of moving edge spec-
tra for two edges, one moving right to left at speed v (shaded outline) and the other
at v+∆v (dashed outline). Discrimination of different edge speeds requires a mech-
anism that can respond selectively to a particular slope of the edge spectrum. (b)
Spectral receptive field (SRF) of an MT neuron tested with 30 different combina-
tions of spatial and temporal frequency (Figures (a) and (b) taken from [Perrone
and Thiele, 2002]). (c) The sampling size of the neurons, the diameter of the circles
represents the frequency bandwidth of the cell. The angle between the lines starting
at the origin and tangential to the circles represents the velocity uncertainty of the
cells. If all the cells have the same bandwidth, cells near the origin would have large
uncertainty (angle between dashed lines). on the other hand, if the bandwidth scaled
with distance from the origin, then all cells would have the same uncertainty (angle
between solid lines) (the image adopted from [Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990].

their RFs. This means that along elongated contrasts only ambiguous motion
information can be detected locally. It is the normal flow component that
can be measured along the local contrast gradient of the luminance function
(aperture problem).

The aperture problem can be resolved in area MT by integrating several
normal flows that are estimated at distant locations in area V1. The inte-
gration strategy can be either based on vector integration (VA) [Yo and Wil-
son, 1992] or on the intersection-of-constraints (IOC) mechanism, as suggested
by [Adelson and Movshon, 1982]. The latter approach can be demonstrated to
calculate the exact movement of, for example, two overlapping gratings which
move translatory behind a circular aperture in distinct directions (plaid). If the
two gratings have the same contrast and spatial frequency, the plaid appears as
a single pattern that moves in the direction of the intersecting normal flow con-
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straint lines defined by the component gratings. This direction corresponds to
the feature motions generated by the grating intersections. Another approach
is to integrate local motion responses of unknown components and composi-
tions using a biologically-inspired motion integration as reported in [Bayerl and
Neumann, 2004] and [Bouecke et al., 2011]. The authors used model mecha-
nisms of in the cortical area MT that integrate initial V1 cell responses. The
RFs of cells in MT are larger in their size by up to an order of magnitude.
In other words, such cells operate at a much larger spatial context to prop-
erly integrate localized responses, similarly to the VA method. In addition,
the authors of [Bayerl and Neumann, 2004] and [Bouecke et al., 2011] consid-
ered differentially scaled responses generated by the output normalization in
V1. As a consequence, localized feature responses at line ends or corners lead
to stronger responses in the integration process. This thus leads to a hybrid
mechanism of weighted mixed vector integration and feature tracking.

1.3 Neural modeling

The core processing unit in neural modeling is individual neurons. The dy-
namical model of individual neurons can be described at different abstraction
levels. In [Herz et al., 2006] the authors reviewed the principles of single-cell
modeling at five main levels, see Figure 1.5. Detailed compartmental models
represent the first main level of single-cell modeling which closely resembles the
biophysical-mathematical models of the neurons. These models explicitly con-
sider all the spatial structure and potential complexities of the neuron [Bower
and Beeman, 1998]. The theoretical basis of these models is the cable theory
provided by Rall’s studies (see [Segev et al., 1995]). Although detailed com-
partmental models can approximate the dynamics of single neurons quite well,
their high dimensionality and intricate structure rule out any mathematical un-
derstanding of their emergent properties. As a consequence, these models are
not well suited for large-scale network simulations [Herz et al., 2006]. Reduced
compartmental models overcome these problems by retaining the general mor-
phology of the pyramidal cells (somato-dendritic interaction) using only one
or a few dendritic compartments. The reduced models run significantly faster
than the full models but they are not suitable for studying the effect of single
synaptic inputs on single dendritic branches of pyramidal cells or local den-
dritic processing in general (see [Bush and Sejnowski, 1993]; [Kuznetsov et al.,
2006]; [Herz et al., 2006]). Single-compartment models disregard the neurons
spatial structure and consider it as a point process by highlighting how spikes
or action potentials are generated. Such models are presented in [Hodgkin
and Huxley, 1952a]; [Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952b]. These models have led to
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a quantitative understanding of many dynamical phenomena including pha-
sic spiking, bursting, and spike-frequency adaptation (see [Koch, 1998]; [Herz
et al., 2006]). The fourth type of individual neuron models are cascade mod-
els in which a single neuron is modeled on a more conceptual level based on
a concatenation of mathematical primitives, such as linear filters, nonlinear
transformations, and random processes. The fifth type of individual neuron
model is a black-box where signal processing of the individual neuron is con-
sidered, while biophysical machinery is ignored.

In this thesis we used a single-compartment model in which individual
neuron is represented as a like-point process, ignoring the influences of the
complex dendritic trees and the relative nonlinear interactions. This kind of
representation helps in understanding many dynamic phenomena and can be
found in several models (e.g. [Bouecke et al., 2011]; [Bayerl and Neumann,
2004]; [Tschechne et al., 2014a]).

The Neuron’s membrane plays a key role in the neurons where it acts as
a resistor to prevent various ions from passing freely via the barrier and as a
capacitance to construct a charge inside and outside of the cell. Gates of the
membrane permit various quantities of ions to pass across a barrier in order to
alter the potential on both sides of the membrane. The cell is said to be in a
dynamic equilibrium state if there is no input current (zero net current flow).
The basic dynamic description of the neuron’s membrane can be defined in
the RC circuit in which the potential (voltage) dynamics can be determined
using Kirchhoffs law, namely,

R · C · dv (t)

dt
= −v (t) +R · gex · (Eex − v (t)) +R · gin · (v (t)− Ein) , (1.1)

where R represents the resistance, C denotes the conductance, v defines
the resting potential, Eex and Ein define the saturation points of the reversal
battery potentials, and gex and gin represent excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
inputs (these inputs are received via fast chemical synapses). The cell generates
a spike or pulse when the synaptic inputs trigger a depolarization that exceeds
a threshold value where this process is known as action potential and has been
summarized by [Grossberg, 1988]. Grossberg defined the feedforward neuronal
responses using a generalized concept of a membrane equation

τ
dv (t)

dt
= −A · v (t) + (B − C · v (t)) · netex − (D + E · v (t)) · netin, (1.2)

where A represents the passive leakage, B and D denote the saturation
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Level I Detailed compartmental 
             models.

Level II Reduced compartmental  
              models.

Level III Single- compartmental 
               models.
Level IV Cascade models.

Level V Black-box models.

Level I

Level II

Level III

Level IV

Level V
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Linear filter Nonlinearity
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Figure 1.5: Examples for five levels of single-cell modeling. Level I: Detailed com-
partmental model. The dendritic tree is segmented into electrically coupled Hodgkin-
Huxleytype compartments (level III). Level II: Two-compartment model. The den-
drite receives synaptic inputs and is coupled to the soma where the neurons response
is generated. Level III: Hodgkin Huxley model, the prototype of single-compartment
models. The cells inside and outside are separated by a capacitance C and ionic con-
ductances in series with batteries describing ionic reversal potentials. Sodium and
potassium conductances (gNa, gK) depend on voltage; the leak gleak is fixed. Level
IV: Linear-nonlinear cascade. Stimuli S(t) are convolved with a filter and then fed
through a nonlinearity to generate responses R(t), typically time-dependent firing
rates. Level V: Black-box model. Neglecting biophysical mechanisms, conditional
probabilities p(R—S) describe responses R for given stimuli S (the image is adopted
from [Herz et al., 2006]).
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potential parameters (relative to C and E), and netex and netin denote generic
excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the target cell. Equation 1.2 represents
the basis of the notional format used in this thesis. The saturation properties
were investigated at equilibrium state where the state response is calculated
by dv(t)

dt
= 0. The resulting v (t) response is finally calculated by

v (t) =
B · netex −D · netin

A+ C · netex + C · netin
. (1.3)

The upper and lower bounds of vt can be determined when the limitation
of the excitatory and inhibitory inputs netex and netin approaching ∞, i.e,
limnetex→∞ v (t) ∼= B/C (upper bound) while limnetin→∞ v (t) ∼= −D/E (lower
bound).

1.4 Motion detection related techniques

Motion detection has been widely investigated in several fields such as robot
vision, tracking, computer vision, surveillance (e.g., [Moeslund and Granum,
2001]; [Murray and Basu, 1994]; [Green et al., 2004]). The main techniques for
motion detection fall into three categories ( [Barron et al., 1994]; [Simoncelli,
1993]; [Escobar, 2009]):

(i) Gradient techniques: Also known as differential techniques in which
the optic flow is estimated based on the derivatives of image intensity over
space and time.

(ii) Frequency-based techniques: These techniques use spatiotemporal
oriented filters, where the motion is derived in the Fourier domain (Frequency
space).

(iii) Correlation-based or matching techniques: These techniques
are based on matching particular features in small regions of the subsequent
images. The matching criteria is usually the least squares method or normal-
ized correlation measure.

We focused on the frequency-based techniques (see subsections bellow) and
the gradient techniques since the matching techniques are not a biologically
oriented approach.
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1.4.1 Gradient techniques

The gradient techniques use spatial and temporal partial gradients to compute
the local optic flow in an image. These techniques operate under the assump-
tion of a brightness constancy constraint, where the intensity of a moving scene
does not change. This means that the intensity of a moving object along two
frames that are captured at time t and ∆t remains constant. Thus, the image
brightness constancy equation can be defined by

I(x, y, t) = I(x+ ∆x, y + ∆y, t+ ∆t), (1.4)

where I(x,y,t) represents the intensity at location (x,y) and time t, whilst
I(x + ∆x, y + ∆y, t + ∆t) denotes the intensity after a spatial displacement
(∆x,∆y) along x,y directions at time (t + ∆t). According to the assumption
of brightness constancy, the derivative of the image intensity function I(x,y,t)

with respect to time t is equal to zero (dI(x,y,t)
dt

= 0). The constancy equation
is thus given as

∂I

∂x
vx +

∂I

∂y
vy +

∂I

∂t
= 0, (1.5)

where vx = ∂x
∂t
, vy = ∂y

∂t
are the velocity components along x and y direc-

tions, which are also known as the optic flow vector v = (vx, vy)
T (for details

see [Fleet and Weiss, 2006]). Equation 1.6 can be written as

5I(x, y, t) · v = −It(x, y, t), (1.6)

where It(x, y, t) represents the partial derivative of I(x, y, t) over the time
axis, 5I(x, y, t) defines the partial derivative (Ix(x, y, t), Iy(x, y, t))

T over spa-
tial position (x, y). Equation 1.6 cannot be solved as such because it is one
equation and has two unknowns parameters (v). This is known as the aper-
ture problem of the optical flow algorithms in which the intensity gradient
constrains the flow to one parameter family of velocities along a line in veloc-
ity space [Fleet and Jepson, 1990]. This line is perpendicular to 5I(x, y, t),
and its perpendicular distance from the origin is |It(x, y, t)| / ‖5I(x, y, t)‖.

In order to solve Equation 1.6, an additional constraint should be consid-
ered. Several optic flow algorithms have applied additional constraints to solve
this equation. We review some of them below.

In [Nagel, 1987,Tretiak and Pastor, 1984], the authors suggested using sec-
ond order derivatives of I to constrain 2D velocity. The second order deriva-
tive can be calculated based on the constancy of 5I(x, y, t) which leads to
5I(x, y, t)/dt = 0. This is also known as Hessian of I which can be defined by
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[
Ixx(x, y, t) Iyx(x, y, t)
Ixy(x, y, t) Iyy(x, y, t)

](
vx
vy

)
+

(
Itx
Ity

)
=

(
0
0

)
(1.7)

This method has a stronger limitation than Equation 1.6 due to the con-
servation of 5I(x, y, t) which implies that first order deformations of intensity
(e.g., rotation or dilation) should not be present [Barron et al., 1994]. In [Girosi
et al., 1989], the authors suggested using the constraints of Equation 1.7 in
addition to the constraints of Equation 1.6. Since the second order derivative
cannot usually be measured accurately enough to determine the tangential
component of v, optic flow estimations from second order method are sparser
and less accurate than the estimation by first order methods [Barron et al.,
1994].

The assumption of the nearby pixels with the same 2D velocity is another
method to constrain v (i.e., v is taken to be constant over a small spatial
neighborhood). Here, the least squares technique is used to minimize the
constraint errors. The least squares error estimator can be defined as

E(v) =
∑

g(x)[5I(x, y, t) · v + It(x, y, t)]
2, (1.8)

where g(x) represents a weighting function of the spatial neighborhood.
Usually, the Gaussian function is used as a weighting function in which the
center constraints have a higher weight than the periphery constraints. Al-
though this method gives a good estimation [Lucas and Kanade, 1981], it is
estimated locally and has no global notion.

1.4.2 Frequency-based techniques

Frequency-based techniques estimate the optic flow using spatio-temporal fil-
ters tuning in the Fourier domain. Compared with other approaches, using spa-
tiotemporally oriented energy in Fourier space makes these techniques more
capable of estimating motions, such as random dot patterns [Adelson and
Bergen, 1985,Beauchemin and Barron, 1995].

Frequency-based filters can generally be classified as energy-based and phase-
based. Energy-based filters use the energy responses of the spatiotemporal
filters to compute the motion (e.g. [Adelson and Bergen, 1985]), while the
phase-based filters detect image velocities based on the local image phase (see
e.g. [Fleet and Jepson, 1990]).

This section provides an overview of the principles of spatiotemporal filters
and focuses on the mechanism suggested by [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] and
adopted in our work. Spatiotemporal filters can be modeled using Gabor filters
which provide a close description of the receptive fields in the primary visual
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Figure 1.6: Motion representation of a black box. (a) the box is moving from left
to right in 2D space (x,y) at two speeds. (b) box is moving with slow speed (green
frame). (c) box is moving with fast speed (red frame). Box movement traces a
slanted bar in the spatiotemporal domain in which higher speed generates steeper bar
respect to t-axis in the 2D space-time (x,t) domain (motion representation in (y,t)
is ignored). It also shows the two lobes (positive and negative) of the spatiotemporal
filter with an orientation that matches to the orientation of the bar.

cortex, area (V1) [Ringach, 2002]. These filters are oriented in the space-
time domain (x, y, t). The orientation in the space-time domain construes
motions as an orientation in the spatial and time domain (x, y, t). Figure
1.6 (a) shows a box that moves from left to right with different speeds. In
2D space (x,t), Figure 1.6 (b,c), the motions of the box drive slanted bars
corresponding to the speed of the box (fast motion drives more slanted bars
with respect to the t-axis than slow motion). The motion can be detected
when the oriented filter matches the movement of the input stimulus in the
spatiotemporal domain. The idealized matching thus requires a set of oriented
filters, where each one responds best to the motion that coincides with their
orientation. Consequently, spatiotemporal filter mechanisms depend on the
orientation of the motion in space-time domain.
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In addition, the responses of the spatiotemporal filters rely on the contrast
of the input stimulus (e.g., for a moving sinusoidal grating, the responses of
the filters oscillate sinusoidally over time). To tackle the problem of polarity-
dependence, [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] suggested motion energy filters (see
the shaded block in Figure 1.7) which combine the responses of two spatial
filters with different phases. The spatial filters can be constructed using an
odd and even component of 2D spatial Gabor filters, or by simply shifting
the filters spatially by 90◦. The common definition of a Gabor filter is given
by [Daugman, 1985]

G(x, y, σx, σy, ξx, ξy) = exp(−π[(x− xo)2σ2
x + (y − yo)2σ2

y ]) ·
exp(−2πi[ξx(x− xo) + ξy(y − yo)]), (1.9)

where σx and σy control the width of the spatial extent along the x and y
axes, respectively. ξx, ξy are the frequency tuning parameters of the 2D Gabor
function G(·). This type of 2D elementary function constructs a generalization
of the 1D elementary functions originally suggested by [Gabor, 1946]. Shifting
and similarity of Gabour functions are reflected in the position parameters
(x,y), while the modulation and scaling of the functions are reflected in the
modulation parameters ξx, ξy and two scale parameters σx and σy (for details
see [Daugman, 1988]).

Regarding the temporal filters, Adelson and Bergen suggested using gamma
functions of different durations in order to achieve temporal smoothing and
differentiation, thus leading to a temporally biphasic response shape. The
temporal filters responses represent the time course of the neurons, which
highlight how past inputs are weighted and integrated to produce the response
at that moment. The temporal filter is defined by

f(t) = (kt)2 · exp(−kt2) · [1/n!− (kt)2/(n+ 2)!] (1.10)

Figure 1.7 reviews all the stages of the motion energy model suggested
by [Adelson and Bergen, 1985]. In Adelson and Bergen’s scheme, the input
signal I(x, t) passes through the spatial and temporal filters to produce four
separable responses A, A′, B, and B′. Sums and differences of these responses
produce spatiotemporally oriented linear responses, (A-B′, A′+B, A+B′, A′-
B). The resulting responses are selective for motion direction, leftward and
rightward. The oriented linear responses are characterized as phase-dependent
responses in which the response to a light bar has the opposite sign of the
response to a dark bar. Response pairs for leftward and for rightward motions
are combined by summing their squares. The non-linear combination drives
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Figure 1.7: Motion energy model suggested by [Adelson and Bergen, 1985]. The
visual input I(x, t) passes through the two spatial filters with different phases (whose
responses 90◦ out of phase) f1(x) and f2(x). Each output passes through two biphasic
temporal filters with different duration h1(t) and h2(t) to generate four separable
responses, A, A′, B, and B′. These outputs are summed and subtracted to generate
the oriented linear responses. Squares of quadrature pairs of the oriented linear
responses are summed to generate the motion energy of each direction (oriented
energy). The difference between the rightward and leftward signals gives the opponent
energy.
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the oriented-energy responses, (A−B′)2 +(A′+B)2 and (A+B′)2 +(A′−B)2.
Here, the responses are no longer phase-dependent in which similar responses
are generated for white-black and black-white edges that are moving in the
same direction. Therefore, filters in this stage are insensitive to the polarity
of the stimulus contrast, but are sensitive to the direction of motion. The
difference between the oriented-energy responses generates opponent energy
responses. In this stage, the sign of the responses reflects the direction of
the motion and is independent of the polarity of the input stimulus. By using
simple algebra, the final output reads 4(AB′−A′B). This output is the same as
the output of the Reichardt type model introduced in [Reichardt, 1961], except
for the scale factor. In the Reichardt model, the opponent motion is computed
inherently without producing oriented linear responses to the leftward and
rightward motion.

Spatiotemporal filters have been widely used in the literature (e.g., ( [Hubel
and Wiesel, 1962]; [Poggio and Reichardt, 1973]; [Fahle and Poggio, 1981];
[Fleet and Jepson, 1984]; [Van Santen and Sperling, 1984]; [Adelson and Bergen,
1985]; [Heeger, 1988]; [Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990]; [Conway and Livingstone,
2003]) where these models are physiologically motivated. They are distinct
from the other techniques because they are biologically-based computational
models and closely resemble the functionality of neurons in area V1. The
principles of spatiotemporal filters were adopted in this thesis, in which the
temporal filters of the type suggested by Adelson and Bergen were adapted
to be consistent with a new vision-sensor technology, namely an event-based
sensor. This is introduced in detail in Section 2.5.2.

1.5 Outline of the thesis

The following chapters present the details of our proposed neural model as well
as the computational algorithm. Each chapter contains an introduction, par-
ticular model algorithms and results along with the corresponding discussion.

Chapter 2: We propose an approach for motion estimation using a neu-
romorphic vision sensor. The model mechanism is inspired by the motion
pathway of the visual system and is consistent with the vision sensor func-
tionality. We employ the functionality of the Adelson-Bergen spatio-temporal
filtering to create a representation of the input stimulus. The input is gen-
erated by an event-based sensor that is sensitive to temporal changes in the
input luminance (Plenoptic function). The principles of event-based sensors
are demonstrated in Section 2.2. The model extracts motion information via a
spatiotemporal energy mechanism, which is oriented in the space-time domain
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and tuned in spatial frequency. We also introduce a normalization process to
balance activities of individual cells against the neighborhood activities. We
tested our model using different kinds of stimuli moved via translatory and ro-
tatory motions. We also show the robustness of our model by probing it with
synthetically generated ground truth stimuli and realistic complex motions,
e.g. biological motions and a bouncing ball.

Chapter 3: We extend our neural model by incorporating a feedforward and
feedback interaction mechanism. In this chapter, we derive a deeper insight
about how the visual cortical areas interact and communicate with each other
based on different representations. We show how the responses of area V1
are weighted and pooled by area MT cells which are selective to different
velocities, i.e. direction and speed. Such feature selectivity is derived here
from compositions of activities in the spatio-temporal domain and integrating
over larger space-time regions (receptive fields). We suggest a mechanism by
which the feature selectivity in both areas can be matched. To achieve such
a linkage we integrate the responses over different speeds along a particular
preferred direction. The normalization of activities is carried out over the
spatial as well as the feature domains to balance the activities of individual
neurons in model areas V1 and MT. Our model is tested using different stimuli
that move in different directions.

Chapter 4: We show the usability of our neural model for classification
purposes. We select action recognition as a case study. We utilize different
types of biological motions that are used in our daily life. We use a boundary
window to focus on the action where this window is located in the center
of human movements. Motion dynamics of the human body and limbs are
extracted using spatial sampling regions. We use the support vector machine
(SVM) classifiers for action recognition in which an all pairs SVM strategy
is used for action classification. We demonstrate the effect of the extracted
features on the recognition rate. In addition, we show how the selected subjects
in the training set have an impact on the classification rate.

Chapter 5: We summarize the main contributions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Motion Detection Using
Address-Event Representation

2.1 Introduction

Visual processing methods to interpret motions in real-world scenarios present
significant challenges. The term frame-based (integration at a fix temporal
rate) for data acquisition has been in common usage for many years. A frame-
based camera transmits moving scenes into a series of consecutive frames.
These frames are constructed at a fixed time rate, which generates an enormous
amount of redundant information. In other words, conventional frame-based
cameras capture visual scenes at a fixed sampling rate (about 30 Hz) in which
the intensity of a single position might be change over several frames. As a
consequence, consecutive frames contain more information than is required for
motion analysis thus entailing a high memory capacity and considerable com-
putational costs. Moreover, conventional frame-based cameras do not provide
a high temporal resolution that can cope with the fast motion in which local
intensity changes are integrated over a fix sampling rate (standardly ∼= 33.3
ms). As a result, fast motion such as flickering or the rapid movement of an
object cannot be differentiated.

Many studies have been conducted to improve the properties of cameras.
Although resolution, sampling rate and storage capacity have all been en-
hanced, the concept of frame-based remains unchanged. This concept is far
from the principles of the biological visual system where the biological retina
generates signals asynchronously that correspond directly to temporal varia-
tions in the intensity of the input signals ( [Shepherd, 1990]; [Roska et al.,
2006]; [Roska and Werblin, 2003]). Recently, neuromorphic vision sensors (sil-
icon retinas) have created frame-free visual data acquisition in which this kind
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of sensor mimics the neural circuitry of the biological retina.
The first silicon retina or non-frame-based vision sensors were introduced

by [Mahowald, 1994] whose research actually started in 1991 (see [Mahowald
and Mead, 1991]; [Mahowald, 1992]). The authors demonstrated the function-
ality of major retina neurons and showed the potential of biological neural
simulation. Recently, neuromorphic designers [Lichtsteiner et al., 2008] have
constructed silicon retinas (Dynamic Vision Sensors-DVSs) that simulate the
transmission of biological retinal responses. The silicon retina transmits out-
puts as Address-Event Representation (AER) spikes [Liu and Delbruck, 2010].
This thesis makes use of DVSs and the next section details how these sensors
work.

2.2 Dynamic vision sensors

Dynamic Vision Sensors (DVSs) were introduced in a pioneering work of the
(iniLabs) Neuroinformatics Institute at the University of Zurich and the ETH
Zurich. These sensors model the circuitry of the biological retina at the pixel-
level using an address-event representation [Delbruck et al., 2010]. Each pixel
in the sensor implements specialized processing functions that mimic the func-
tionality of individual photoreceptor, horizontal, biopolar and ganglion neurons
in the retina (see Figure 2.1). The DVS sensor uses an Address-Event Repre-
sentation (AER) principle with a resolution of 128× 128 pixels [Delbruck and
Lichtsteiner, 2008]. Neuromorphic circuits simulate the transient responses of
the biological retinas using analog electronic circuits (CMOS vision sensors)
in which the events appear in the output of the sensor as a polarity ON or
OFF format. These events signify scene reflectance changes [Lichtsteiner et al.,
2008].

Silicon retinas have a high temporal resolution, where the events are gener-
ated asynchronously and sent out almost instantaneously on the address bus,
thus, subtle and fast motions can be detected. In addition, these cameras have
a low latency and a large dynamic range due to the pixels locally responding
to relative changes in intensity. A DVS’s ability to produce an event at 1 µs
time precision and a latency of 15µs with bright illumination are illustrated
in [Lichtsteiner et al., 2008]. From an engineering perspective, silicon reti-
nas have a higher dynamic range in illumination (> 105) and higher effective
sampling rates (several kHz) over conventional cameras, which have a typical
dynamic range of a factor of 300 in illumination and sampling rates of under
60Hz [Liu and Delbruck, 2010]. The cost of processing the sparse output of
silicon retinas can be reduced by a factor of 100 compared to the cost of pro-
cessing the outputs of conventional cameras ( [Delbruck et al., 2010]; [Liu and
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Delbruck, 2010]).
Recently, [Brandli et al., 2012] presented a dynamic and active pixel vision

sensor (DAVIS) that simultaneously combines the output of asynchronous
DVS events and synchronous global shutter frames. The combination of the
frame-based image readout and asynchronous event-based temporal contrast
readout enables the DAVIS to capture information on static as well as dynamic
visual scene contents. The spatial resolution of the DAVIS is 240×180 where
these sensors have also been provided by iniLabs.

2.2.1 Address-Event Representation (AER)

Asynchronous neuromorphic DVSs generate an output in the form of address-
events(AEs). Each pixel in the DVS camera generates an event independently
and asynchronously when a local change in intensity is detected. Such events
are indexed using the 2D spatial location (x,y), and the time-stamp of the
event t. The DVS uses the polarity format for event representation, ON (+1)
or OFF (-1) if a positive or negative change in the log of intensity is detected.
On the other hand, when there are no changes in intensity, no reaction from
the sensor is generated (i.e., invariant intensity does not trigger the sensor to
generate a response), and as a consequence, any such redundant information
sampled by frame-based cameras is reduced. This principle can be defined by

e(x, y, t) =


ON(+1) if d

dt
(log(I(x, y, t)) > thon

OFF (−1) if d
dt

(log(I(x, y, t)) > thoff
no response otherwise

 , (2.1)

where e(x, y, t) represents the event generated at position (x, y), and time-
stamp t. thon and thoff denote the ON and OFF threshold values, respectively.
In order to show how the ON and OFF events are generated in response to an
input stimulus, Figure 2.2 presents an example of the DVS output for a black-
cross stimulus. This stimulus was rotated clockwise as shown in Figure 2.2(a1).
Since the DVS camera generates an event when changes in intensity are de-
tected, the events are only generated along the stimulus edges. We repeated
the recording using a similar stimulus with gray-level smoothing in the interior,
namely smooth-cross stimulus, as shown in Figure 2.2(b1). Here the events are
generated over the interior as well as the edges of the stimulus, due luminance
changes over the whole stimulus (body and edge), see Figure 2.2(b2).
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128× 128 
pixel array

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2.1: The Dynamic Vision Sensor silicon retina. (a) The dynamic vision sen-
sor with lens and USB interface. The camera is interfaced either to a computer by
USB, directly to a microcontroller, or to another neuromorphic chip via its AER in-
terface. (b) Chip micrograph and 4-pixel layout. The pixels are arranged in an array
and fabricated in a standard CMOS process. Address-Event Representation (AER)
circuits along the periphery of the chip handle the access to the shared AER bus and
ensure that all events are transmitted, even if there are collisions. Colliding pixels
must wait their turn for access to the AER bus. (c) The DVS pixel models a sim-
plified 3-layer retina and forms an abstraction of the photoreceptor-bipolar-ganglion
cell information flow. (d) The DVS pixel consists of three parts: a logarithmic pho-
toreceptor, a differencing amplifier (bipolar cells), and two decision units (ganglion
cells). The pixel output consists of asynchronous ON and OFF address-events that
signal scene reflectance changes. (e) The spike events are computed by the pixel as
illustrated. The continuous-time photoreceptor output, which encodes intensity loga-
rithmically, is constantly monitored for changes since the last event was emitted by
the pixel. A detected change in log intensity which exceeds a threshold value results
in the emission of an ON or OFF event. The threshold is typically set to about 10%
contrast. Communication of the event to the periphery resets the pixel, which causes
the pixel to memorize the new log intensity value. Images (a) and (b) are taken
from [Delbruck, 2012], (c) is taken from [Liu and Delbruck, 2010], (d) and (e) are
taken from [Delbruck, 2008].
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Figure 2.2: Examples of the DVS camera output for two stimuli, black-cross and
smooth-cross. These stimuli were rotated counter-clockwise. (a1) black-cross stim-
ulus input, the DVS camera was mounted on a tripod and centered on the stimulus
surface. (a2) shows the ON (red points) and OFF (blue points) events that are gen-
erated via the DVS camera in response to the changes in intensity along the stimulus
edges. (b1) smooth-cross stimulus, again the DVS camera was mounted on a tripod
and centered on the stimulus surface. (b2) The output of the DVS camera where ON
(red points) and OFF (blue points) events are generated over both edges and interior
in response to the changes of the detected intensity over whole stimulus surface.
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2.2.2 Input representation of ON/ OFF events

The DVS camera generates a stream of visual events that contains the spatial
location (where the event occurs) and a time-stamp (when the event occurred).
In order to provide a read out of this information, iniLabs has developed
JAER software which is implemented in Java. This software enables an event
from the DVS to be captured flexibly and presented on the monitor. Event
information is provided as packets which can be defined as Addr and T. The
first packet Addr includes information on the event address (the location in
the spatial domain (x,y)) and event type if it is ON or OFF. This packet
contains 15-bits in which the first 14-bits refer to the event address (each x
and y address has 7-bits) which can be extracted by x = 128− V(1→14)bits and
y = 128 − (Addr(1→14)bits − x)/128. The last bit in the packet Addr denotes
the event label. This label is either one or zero, which in turn indicates an ON
or OFF event, respectively. The second packet T directly specifies the time of
the event with 1µ precision.

Figure 2.3 shows an output of the DVS128 camera in response to a rotated
stimulus, namely a half-circle stimulus. The DVS camera was mounted on a
tripod and centered on the stimulus surface. Figure 2.3(b) shows a table of
actual data of T and Addr that were provided by the DVS camera in which
the events position (x,y) and event types (ON/OFF) are extracted from the
Addr packet. Since one event could not be visualized, we integrated the gen-
erated events in a 2-dimensional spatial domain (x,y), using different temporal
windows as shown in Figures 2.3(c1,c2,c3 and c4). The number of integrated
events increases with the increase in the temporal window. Figure 2.3(d) dis-
plays the ON and OFF events in the spatio-temporal domain(x,t). This figure
shows how the DVS camera generates a stream of ON (reddish points) and
OFF (bluish points) events that constitutes a kind of plait due to the rota-
tional movement. To show the 3-dimensional construction of the ON/OFF
events, we projected these events in a 3-dimensional space (x,y,t). This kind
of visualization enables the 3-dimensional structure of a scene to be recovered
and gives a general impression of how the event cloud in the 2-dimensional
space (x,y) are depicted with respect to the t-axis.
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Figure 2.3: The output of the DVS128 camera. (a) The DVS camera placed on
a tripod and centered on the rotated input image of half-circle stimulus using ro-
tational actuator. The stimulus was rotated clockwise with speed of 5.23 rad/sec.
(b) shows a table of actual data (T and Addr) that deliver form the DVS camera.
The events position (x,y) and events types (ON/OFF) are extracted from Addr that
are marked using a reddish square. (c1) represents the ON (red points) and OFF
(blue points) spikes responses that integrated within 20 msec while (c2),(c3) and(c4)
demonstrate the ON (red points) and OFF (blue points) events that integrated within
larger temporal window 60 msec, 100 msec and 140 msec, respectively. (d) shows
the generated stream of ON/OFF events in the spatio-temporal domain along (x,t)
axes. (e) illustrates the events generated via DVS camera in 3-dimensional space
(x,y,t).
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2.3 Experimental devices and USB port limi-

tations

Throughout our work, the synthetic ground truth data were generated using
two rotational and translator devices, which are shown in Figure 2.4.

In the rotational recording, the desired stimulus was printed and arranged
on a circular piece of paper with a diameter of 20 cm. The maximum input
voltage of the rotational DC motors is 12 volts, which generates a maximum
rotational speed of 6.28 rad/sec.

In the translator recording, the desired stimulus was printed and organized
on a piece of paper of 20.5 cm × 73.3 cm. This paper was rolled around two
rotated cylinders, which fasten the paper and move it in a linear pathway.
The maximum input voltage of the DC motors is 12 volts, which generates a
maximum speed of 70 cm/sec.

In the rotational and translator motion recording, the DVS camera was
mounted on a tripod in which the lens of the camera is directed to the center
of the stimulus paper.

The emerging data, time-stamp and address-events, from the DVS sensor
are transfered to a host PC over a USB port. Here, the interfacing USB port
plays a critical rule in determining the amount of transmitted information
between the visual sensor and the host computer. The DVS represents each
event by 32-bits (4-bytes), which contains the time-stamp and address-event
definitions. Since USB 1.0 is capable of 1.5 Megabytes per second and USB 1.1
can handle up to 12 Megabytes per second, the maximum amount of passing
events is about 375×103 and 3×106, respectively. Since the DVS has a spatial
resolution of 128×128, a fast stimulus that almost covers the visual field of the
sensor could generate many activations exceeding the USB’s capability [Licht-
steiner et al., 2008]; [Delbruck et al., 2010]. This problem can be overcome
with USB 2.0 in which the available bandwidth of USB 2.0 is 480 Megabytes
per second, which increases the capability of passing more events per second.
We used a PC of Intel’s (R) i5 - M460 processor (Core (TM) operating at 2.53
GHZ) and 8 GB memory (operating system: 64-bit windows 7).

2.4 Event-based vision sensor applications

High temporal resolution, low latency and large dynamic range visual sensing
are key features of the address-event-representation (AER) principle, where
each pixel of the vision sensor responds independently and almost instanta-
neously translates local intensity changes in the scene into events (ON or OFF).
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A DVS quantizes local relative intensity changes to generate spike events with
a low latency and large dynamic range. An event can be produced with a high
temporal resolution (1 µs time precision), a wide dynamic range of illumination
120dB, and a low latency of 15µs [Lichtsteiner et al., 2008].

The new technology of non-frame-based vision sensors has led to several re-
cent applications in many fields in order to exploit the advantages of DVSs com-
pared with traditional frame-based imagers, where several application-oriented
studies have capitalized on those features. Such works include [Litzenberger
et al., 2006a] and [Delbruck and Lichtsteiner, 2008], where Litzenberger and co-
authors introduced an algorithm that used the silicon retina camera to estimate
vehicle speed based on the slope of the events cloud. Delbruck and co-authors
presented a hybrid neuromorphic procedural system for object tracking via an
event driven cluster tracker algorithm in which a moving ball was considered
as an example. The authors showed how the ball can be detected, tracked
and successfully blocked by a goalie robot despite a low contrast object and
complex background. The event-cluster algorithm was introduced by [Litzen-
berger et al., 2006b] and [Ni et al., 2011], whose first study considered a real
world application, namely vehicle tracking for traffic monitoring in real time,
and whose second study addressed microrobotics tracking.

In [Lee et al., 2012] and [Lee and Delbruck, 2014] Lee and co-authors pro-
posed a real-time hand gesture interface based on a stereo pair of DVS silicon
retinas. The authors detected motion trajectories of moving hands by spa-
tiotemporally correlating the stereoscopically verged asynchronous events of
DVSs using leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons. Lee and Delbruck pre-
sented a postprocessing framework based on spiking neural networks that can
process the events received from the DVSs in real time, and which provides
an architecture for future implementation in neuromorphic hardware devices.
In [Drazen et al., 2011] the authors presented a proof-of-concept study exam-
ining the utility of using a DVS sensor for particle tracking measurements.
Drazen and co-authors showed how the DVS vision sensor is able to seam-
lessly observe a moving small particle from one pixel to other with a limited
bandwidth.

A description of an address-event vision system to detect accidental falls
in elderly care homes was introduced in [Fu et al., 2008]. The system raises an
alarm when a fall hazard is detected. [Delbrück and Lang, 2013] showed how
an asynchronous neuromorphic dynamic vision sensor (DVS) silicon retina can
be used to build a fast self-calibrating robotic goalie, which offers high update
rates and low latency at low CPU load. In [Conradt et al., 2009] the authors
demonstrated how a pair of spike-based silicon retinas (DVSs) were used to
provide fast visual feedback for controlling an actuated table to balance an
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Rotational actuator

Linear actuator

DVS

Figure 2.4: The experimental devices that used in our recording. The DVS is
mounted on a tripod and the lens of the camera is directed to the center of the
stimulus. The rotational actuator operates with 12 Volt as maximum input voltage
that generates a maximum rotational speed 6.28 rad/s. The size of the diameter of
the printed stimulus is 20 cm. The maximum input voltage of the DC motors for
the linear actuator is 12 Volt that drives a maximum speed 70 cm/sec. The desired
stimulus was printed and organized on a a piece of paper size 20.5 cm × 73.3 cm.
This paper is rolled and inserted in the devise that tighten the paper and move it
with a linear pathway.

ordinary pencil on its tip. Epipolar geometry has been studied by [Benosman
et al., 2011]. The authors used stereo vision based events in which the geo-
metric locus of the epipolar constraint can be measured directly without any
prior knowledge of the binocular system. They showed how precise temporal
and spatial locations are key features for a binocular system computational
principle. Stereo vision based events for dynamic 3D visual reconstruction
were investigated in [Camunas-Mesa et al., 2014]. The authors used a match
technique for the corresponding events that were generated by two different
sensors in a stereo setup. In [Gibson et al., 2014], artificial spiking neural net-
works (SNNs) were investigated by predicting future motion trajectories using
an SNN with a deep learning architecture. The next subsection introduces the
state-of-the-art methods for motion estimation based on event representation.
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2.4.1 Motion estimation based on AER principles

Motion estimation is an advanced topic in automated visual processing and has
been investigated widely using conventional cameras (see, e.g., [Strout et al.,
]; [Lucas and Kanade, 1981]; [Brox et al., 2004] and [Drulea and Nedevschi,
2013]). Few studies have been published using the new vision sensor technol-
ogy of an address-event silicon retina. In general, these studies fall into two
categories: gradient-based and filter-based. The following subsections outline
both categories along with the state-of-the-art literature.

2.4.1.1 Gradient based-event representation

Gradient techniques operate on the assumption of the brightness change con-
straint in which the intensity of the image remains constant within a small
neighborhood in space and time. Such an assumption has been examined
in [Horn and Schunck, 1981, Barron et al., 1994] (see Section 1.4.1 for discus-
sions of the underlying assumption). Gradient techniques, also known as dif-
ferential techniques, have been addressed by Benosman and co-authors [Benos-
man et al., 2012], who used the energy minimization method introduced in [Lu-
cas and Kanade, 1981] to calculate the motion. Benosman and co-authors used
the cloud of ON/OFF events generated by the silicon retina (DVS) as a visual
input. As already mentioned, the main assumption of the motion estimation
for such techniques is: the intensity function (I) captured by the retina sensor
is invariant over a small surface patch. This assumption can be denoted by

d

dt
I(x, y, t) = Ixu+ Iyv + It, (2.2)

where Ix,Iy and It represent the partial derivatives of the intensity function
I with respect to x, y and time t, respectively. The parameters u and v define
the local flow (velocity) vector u = ∂x

∂t
and v = ∂y

∂t
. Intensity constancy as-

sumption d
dt
I(x, y, t) = 0 is more suitable with the functionality of AER sensor

than the conventional frame-based sensor due to the low latency 15µs of the
event-based sensors (see [Brosch et al., 2015]). Since the intensity constancy
function Equation 2.2 contains two variables (u, v)T in one equation, an ap-
propriate strategy needs to be used to overcome this problem. To tackle this
problem, Benosman and co-authors use the suggestion in [Lucas and Kanade,
1981] where the velocity vector (u, v) is assumed to be constant over the neigh-
borhood of the pixel (x, y). As a consequence, for m ×m window, there are
n = m2 optical flow equations that can be written as

A ·V = b, (2.3)
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A =


Ix1 Iy1
. .
. .
Ixm Iym

 , V =

(
u
v

)
and b =


−It1
.
.
.
−Itm


where Ix and Iy denote the spatial gradient over the x and y axes, re-

spectively, while It represents the temporal derivative over the t axis. These
equations can be solved using the least squares principle in which the solu-
tion of V is defined by V = (ATA)−1ATb (see [Lucas and Kanade, 1981]).
Since the vision sensor generates a stream of events (ON or OFF) and does not
provide gray levels, Benosman and co-authors suggested estimating the spatial
and temporal gradient by comparing pixel activities over one temporal window
to calculate the spatial gradient, and two temporal windows to calculate the
temporal gradient using a short temporal window ∆t, as shown below

∂e(x, y, t)

∂x
∼=

t∑
t−∆t

e(x, y, t)−
t∑

t−∆t

e(x− 1, y, t), (2.4)

∂e(x, y, t)

∂y
∼=

t∑
t−∆t

e(x, y, t)−
t∑

t−∆t

e(x, y − 1, t) (2.5)

∂e(x, y, t)

∂t
∼=
∑t1

t−∆t e(x, y, t)−
∑t

t−∆t e(x, y − 1, t)

t− t1
, witht1 < t. (2.6)

Benosman and co-authors showed beneficial results, however, their method
to approximate local gradients of the luminance function from event-sequences
has its limitations and in some cases leads to inconclusive results [Tschechne
et al., 2014a]. In a theoretical study of [Brosch et al., 2015] the authors showed
that such an approach has multiple issues in terms of any real implementation.
The most important observation was that when a luminance edge passes a
pixel’s receptive field of the DVS sensor, the number of events is in the range
of about 10 (depending on the contrast, speed and luminance condition).

2.4.1.2 Filtering based-event representation

In the filtering technique, motion is estimated in the Fourier domain in which
the optic flow of a scene is obtained based on spatiotemporal filters. The optic
flow estimation based-filtering technique was recently presented by [Tschechne
et al., 2014b], who used an events cloud as a visual input. In order to estimate
a local motion flow calculated for each event occurring in the scene, Tschechne
and co-authors implemented spatiotemporal filters of the type suggested by
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the findings of [De Valoisa et al., 2000].
De Valois and co-authors showed that directionally-selective V1 simple cells

have oriented RF profiles in the space-time domain, where in most cases these
RFs can be constructed by a linear combination of a fast temporally-biphasic
input and a slower monophasic input [DeValois and Cottaris, 1998]. These
observations lead [Tschechne et al., 2014b] to the implementation of a family
of spatio-temporally filters using the quadrature of spatial weighting profiles
(odd and even) with mono and bi-phasic temporal filters. In their model, the
spatiotemporal filters were implemented over a spatial buffer of (11×11) which
stores the timestamp of the events.

Tschechne and co-authors extended their work in [Brosch et al., 2015] to
investigate the implications of non-frame-based vision sensors in the context
of visual motion. The authors discussed different principal approaches for
motion estimation and showed that gradient-based methods for local motion
estimation suffer from the sparse encoding in AER. On the other hand, [Brosch
et al., 2015] showed that approaches exploiting the local plane-like structure
of the events cloud are shown to be well suited.

The following sections introduce our model for motion estimation based
on sparse events representation. Here, the spatiotemporal filters suggested
by [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] are adaptive to be consistent with the AER
principles.

2.5 Bio-inspired model for motion estimation

using an address-event representation

In the previous section we demonstrated the recent findings for motion esti-
mation based on sparse events representation. Such findings showed that the
sparse events distribution can be appropriately defined through the local fil-
tering structure such as the spatio-temporal RFs of V1 cells. In this work, we
propose a neural mechanism for motion estimation based on the filtering struc-
ture. Our model uses the events cloud distribution generated by the silicon
retina, DVS. This sensor requires an adaptive model for motion estimation that
is consistent with the functionality of the AER. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1,
the silicon retina generates an asynchronous stream of spike events based on
quantizing local relative intensity changes. The DVS thus operates based on
temporal derivatives of the input signal. This feature was considered in our
model where we modify the functionality of Adelson-Bergen spatio-temporal
filtering to create a representation of the cloud events input.

In our model, we propose a neural mechanism for initial motion estima-
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Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS)

 Spike-trains of ON/OFF events.
 Silicon retina.

ON

OFF

Primary visual cortex  (V1)

Spatiotemporal RF.

Direction selectivity.

tx

Figure 2.5: Overview of the proposed model structure. The visual scene is captured
using the silicon retina (DVS) in which spike-trains of ON/OFF events are gener-
ated. The local motions of the sparse of input events are estimated via the primary
visual cortex (area V1) where the visual input data are analyzed. The RFs profiles
of cells in area V1 are modeled using spatio-temporal filters.

tion which is functionally related to the dorsal stream in the visual cortical
hierarchy based on sparse input representation. We adapt the spatio-temporal
filtering scheme as originally suggested by Adelson and Bergen to make it
consistent with the input representation generated by the DVS. Our model
extracts motion information via a spatiotemporal energy mechanism, which
is oriented in the space-time domain and tuned in spatial frequency. In ad-
dition, our model introduces subsequent competitive interaction among the
responses of the filtering models to ensure that the activities of individual cells
are balanced against the neighborhood activities.

The rest of this chapter focuses on the computational mechanisms used in
our model, which is biologically inspired. Figure 2.5 shows the visual process-
ing areas adopted along the dorsal pathway. Here, the DVS sensor emulates
the main processing sequence of the mammalian retina by generating spike-
trains to encode temporal changes in the luminance distribution of a visual
scene. These spike-trains are transferred to the primary visual cortex (V1),
in which spatio-temporal filtering mechanisms are used. The following subsec-
tions detail the methodology of our model.
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Figure 2.6: Initial input stage. (a) DVS sensor. (b) Event stream which is repre-
sented as a sequence of events e at a position (x, y) and time t. (c) Local changes
in intensity (log I) excite (ON or OFF) events. (d) eon and eoff identify the event
activity (+1) ON and (-1) OFF, respectively.

2.5.1 Initial input stage (silicon retina)

In the initial input stage, DVS sensor is used to capture the perceiving visual
scene. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the neuromorphic vision sensor generates
spikes or events, where each pixel of the vision sensor responds independently
and almost instantaneously translates local changes in the intensity (log I) into
events (ON or OFF), see Figure 2.6. This principle is used in our study to profit
from the advantage of the event-based technology instead of using standard
frame-based camera technology. Since a single event in spatiotemporal domain
yields an ambiguity for motion estimation using spatiotemporal filtering, pixel
activities, ON (+1) and OFF (-1), are accumulated during a temporal window,
Equation 2.7. The interval length of the temporal window can be parametrized
in accordance with the extent of the temporal impulse responses of the filters.
Activity accumulation of ON and OFF events is thus given as

e(x, y, t) = eon(x, y, t) + eoff (x, y, t), (2.7)

where eon(x, y, t) and eoff (x, y, t) represent ON and OFF events respectively,
occurring at position (x, y) and time t.
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2.5.2 Motion detection stage (area V1)

In this section, we introduce how the spatiotemporal filters that were sug-
gested by [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] are adapted to be compatible with the
DVS sensor. In principle, the spatiotemporal filters can be constructed by the
combination of two separable filters with a specific spatiotemporally charac-
teristics. This has been investigated by physiological scientists (see [Watson
and Ahumada, 1983]) where [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] introduced a wide
variety of filter combinations to generate spatiotemporal oriented responses.
The main idea of the spatiotemporal orientation is summing the responses of
four separable filters, which are identical except for a shift in receptive-field
center and a temporal delay.

Motion estimation using spatiotemporal filters emulates motion detection
processing of the primary visual cortex [Adelson and Bergen, 1985], where the
space-time filters are 3D and can here be decomposed into separable products
of two 2D spatial and two 1D temporal kernels. The temporal filters use two
different integration windows (fast and slow), while the spatial filter uses two
different phases (even and odd). These filters are modified to be consistent
with the spike of events representation. The following subsections define the
structure of the employed spatiotemporal filters in our study.

2.5.2.1 Spatial filters

The spatial receptive fields (RFs) of odd and even filters can be implemented
using Gabor functions, which provide a close description of the receptive fields
in primary visual cortex area (V1) [Ringach, 2002]. We thus used these func-
tions to build even and odd spatial filters as in Eqs.(2.8) and (2.9), respectively
namely

Feven(x, y, θk, fs) =
1

2πσ2
s

· exp(− x̆
2 + y̆2

2σ2
s

) · cos(2πfsx̌), (2.8)

Fodd(x, y, θk, fs) =
1

2πσ2
s

· exp(− x̆
2 + y̆2

2σ2
s

) · sin(2πfsx̌), (2.9)

where x̌ = xcosθk − ysinθk, y̌ = xsinθk + ycosθk, θk is the spatial filter
orientation with N different orientations where k = {1, 2, 3...N} , σs is the
standard deviation of the spatial filters and fs represents the spatial frequency
tuning.
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2.5.2.2 Temporal filters

In [Adelson and Bergen, 1985], the authors used temporal gamma functions
(f(t) = (kt)2 · exp(−kt2) · [1/n!− (kt)2/(n+ 2)!]) of different durations (n=3,
n=5) in order to achieve temporal smoothing and differentiation. Since event-
based sensor responses already encode temporal luminance changes, i.e. tem-
poral derivatives of the input signals, we employ a convolution process utilizing
smoothing temporal filters (Equation (2.10)) which integrate the input stream
of events.

f(t) =

∫
(kt)2 · exp(−kt2) · [1/n!− (kt)2/(n+ 2)!]. (2.10)

This allows us to obtain scaled versions of temporally smoothed derivatives
of the input luminance function as input representation for motion estimation.
To simplify the mathematical description of the temporal filters in Equation
(2.10), we suggest to combine two Gaussian functions (Λ) having different
standard deviations(σ) and mean values (µ). This combination is scaled by
a scale factor c to closely resemble the shape of the Adelson-Bergen temporal
filters as given in Equation (2.11)

Sslow,fast(t) = [Λσ1,µ1(t)− Λσ2,µ2(t)] /c, (2.11)

with Λσ∗,µ∗(t) = 1/(σ∗
√

2π) · exp(−(t− µ∗)2/(2σ2
∗)), where µ∗ and σ∗ rep-

resent the mean and the width of temporal window extent of the Gaussian
function, respectively. Figure 2.7 shows the temporal filters (fast and slow) of
Adelson-Bergen and the approximate profiles of the Gaussian functions com-
bination. We used σ1 = 1 , µ1 = 2.5, σ2 = 2 , µ2 = 7, c = 2.6 to generate
the fast temporal filter and σ1 = 1.3 , µ1 = 4, σ2 = 2.3 , µ2 = 9.2, c = 3.1
to generate the slow temporal filter. Subsequently, the smoothing temporal
filters Tslow,fast(t) are calculated based on the integral

∫
Sslow,fast(t)dt, Equa-

tion (2.11), and then the summation of each filter is scaled to 1 to prevent any
biases in calculating responses. The smoothing temporal filters are thus given
by

Tslow,fast(t) =
1∫∞

0
(G1 −G2)dt

· (G1 −G2)(t), (2.12)

G1 =

[
1

2
(1 + erf

(
(t− µ1)

σ1

√
2

)]
/c, (2.13)

G2 =

[
1

2
(1 + erf

(
(t− µ2)

σ2

√
2

)]
/c, (2.14)
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Figure 2.7: Fast and slow temporal filters. Dashed lines show Adelson-Bergen (A&B)
filters and solid lines show the approximated shapes (Approx.) derived by two shifted
Gaussian envelopes as filters.

where Tslow,fast(t) defines the fast and slow temporal filters, G1 and G2 repre-
sent the integral of Gaussian functions

∫
Λσ1,µ1(t)dt and

∫
Λσ2,µ2(t)dt, respec-

tively.

2.5.2.3 Combination of spatial and temporal filters

In this part, we show how the spatial and temporal filters can be combined to
generate directionally selective filters. Figure 2.8 (a) and (b) show the spatial
filters (Feven(x, y, θk, fs), Fodd(x, y, θk, fs)) and the temporal filters (Tslow,fast(t)),
respectively. The spatiotemporal separable filters were calculated according to
the scheme proposed in [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] in which the products of
two spatial and two temporal filters are shown in the first row of Figure 2.8
(c). These filters are combined in a linear fashion in order to obtain the ori-
ented selectivity in the spatio-temporal domain, as shown in the second row
of Figure 2.8 (c). The oriented linear combinations are denoted by

F v1
a (x, y, θk, fs, t) = Feven(x, y, θk, fs) · Tslow(t) +

Fodd(x, y, θk, fs) · Tfast(t), (2.15)
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Figure 2.8: Spatiotemporal filter construction. (a) Spatial filters. (b) Temporal
filters. (c) The first row represents the products of two spatial and two temporal
filters. The second row represents the sum and difference of the spatio-temporal
product filters.
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F v1
b (x, y, θk, fs, t) = Feven(x, y, θk, fs) · Tfast(t)−

Fodd(x, y, θk, fs) · Tslow(t). (2.16)

The filtering response of area V1 for a stream of events input e(x, y, t) can
be calculated by the gradual activation response function ṙv1 = −rv1 + ([F v1

a ∗
e]2 + [F v1

b ∗ e]2) which has been solved at equilibrium state

rv1
θ = ([F v1

a ∗ e]2 + [F v1
b ∗ e]2). (2.17)

The symbol ′∗′ indicates the convolution operator, θ indicates motion directions
(left vs. right relative to the orientation axis). For better readability we
omitted the local spatial coordinates and feature selectivities.

Figure 2.9 reviews the stages of our suggested model. In this figure, we
followed the structure of Adelson and Bergen (see Figure 1.7) in which the
main stages that simulate the responses of area V1 have been demonstrated.
In the first stage, the ON/OFF events stream e(x, y, t) is fed to the second
and third stages where two spatial filters (Feven, Fodd) and two temporal filters
(Tslow, Tfast) are utilized. As a result, four separable combination filters are
generated A, A′, B, B′ in the third stage. Sums and differences of the four sep-
arable responses are taken in the fourth stage to produce the spatiotemporally
oriented linear responses. These responses are selective for direction of motion
(rightward and leftward) that define the responses of the V1 simple cells. In
the fifth stage, response pairs for rightward and for leftward motion are com-
bined by summing their squares, i.e., a nonlinear combination of V1 simple
cells. In this stage the oriented-energy responses are derived which define the
characteristics of V1 complex cells responses.

2.5.3 Response normalization

The activity in neurons show significant nonlinearities depending on spatio-
temporal activity distribution in the space-feature domain surrounding a tar-
get cell [Carandini and Heeger, 2012]. Such response nonlinearities have been
demonstrated in the LGN, early visual cortex (area V1), and beyond. In the-
oretical studies (e.g. [Brosch and Neumann, 2014]) it has been proposed that
such compression of stimulus responses can be achieved through the normaliza-
tion of the target cell response defined by the weighted integration of activities
in a neighborhood defined over the space-feature domain of a target cell. In
other words, the normalization operation utilizes contextual information from
a local neighborhood that is defined in space as well as feature domains relevant
for the current computation. Such a normalization can be generated at the
neuronal level by divisive, or shunting, inhibition (see [Blomfield, 1974], [Dayan
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Figure 2.9: The stages of our suggested model following to the Adelson-Bergen energy
model. First stage, shows the input of ON/OFF events stream e(x, y, t) at position
(x, y) and time t. Second stage, the events stream passes through the two spatial
filters with different phases (even and odd) Feven and Fodd. Third stage, each output
is fed to two temporal filters with different integration window Tslow and Tfast lead
to drive four separable responses A, A′, B, and B′. Fourth stage, the four separable
responses are summed and subtracted to generate directionally selective filters in
which oriented linear responses are generated. Fifth stage, squares of quadrature
pairs of the oriented linear responses are summed to generate motion energy for
each direction.
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and Abbot, 2001], [Silver, 2010].
Given the activity of a neuron (defined by its membrane potential) the rate

of change can be characterized by the following rate equation [Grossberg, 1988]

τ
dv (t)

dt
= −A · v (t) + (B − C · v (t)) · netex − (D + E · v (t)) · netin, (2.18)

given A representing the passive leakage, B and D are parameters to denote the
saturation potentials (relative to C and E, respectively), and netex and netin
denote generic excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the target cell and impose
the conductances of the membrane potential. In order to achieve balanced cell
activations against the pool of neighboring cells, a normalization is calculated,
following [Bouecke et al., 2011] and [Brosch and Neumann, 2014]. We employ a
spatial weighting function Λpool

σ which realizes a distance-dependent weighting
characteristics, e.g., Gaussian. The size of this neighborhood function is larger
than the receptive field, or kernel, size of the cells under consideration. Af-
ter normalization of activations, the responses are guaranteed to be bounded
within a local activity range. In addition, a spectral whitening of the local
response distribution occurs [Lyu and Simoncelli, 2009].

We realized a slightly simplified version of the scheme described in [Brosch
and Neumann, 2014] and solve the normalization interaction at equilibrium,

namely evaluating the steady-state response for dv(t)
dt

= 0. Even further, we set
C = 1 and D = 0 in Equation (2.18) to define shunting inhibition, and B =
E = 1 to scale the response levels accordingly. As a consequence, we get the
steady state response for Equation (2.18) which reads

v∞ =
netex

A+ netex + netin
. (2.19)

We normalize the model responses rv1 in the spatial domain using an inte-
gration field that weights the activities in the spatial neighborhood of the tar-
get. We propose a spatial weight fall-off in accordance to a Gaussian weighting
function. The motion selective responses are defined in direction space relative
to the local contrast orientation θ of the spatial filter kernels used. We take the
direction feature space into account as well by calculating the average activity
over all directions. In all, we can denote the overall pool activation by

rpool(x, y) =
1

2N

∑
θ

{
rv1
θ ∗ Λσ

}
x,y

, (2.20)
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with θ denoting motion direction, ′∗′ denotes the (spatial) convolution op-
erator, (x, y) represents the spatial position of the cell, N is the number of
contrast filter orientations and Λ is the weighting function of the spatial pool-
ing operation. The latter is parametrized by the parameter σ to denote the
width of the spatial extent. The resulting normalized response is finally cal-
culated by

rv1nor
θ (x, y) =

rv1
θ (x, y)

A+ rv1
θ (x, y) + rpool(x, y)

, (2.21)

A denotes the passive decay of the dynamic mechanism and prevents from zero
division in the steady-state.

2.6 Experimental setup and results

2.6.1 Ground truth data

To evaluate our method, a set of different stimuli with translatory and rota-
tional motions were recorded using the DVS128 sensor. The rotational and
translatory motions were generated using linear and rotational actuators, in
which the linear actuator’s speed is 20 cm/sec and the rotational actuator’s
speed is 5.23 rad/sec. The DVS sensor was mounted on a tripod and placed
23 cm away from the stimulus.

In our model, we used eight directions of motion (N =8 in which θ = 0◦,
45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦). Here, the spatial filter frequency fs
is set to 0.25 and the standard deviation of spatial filters σs is set to 2 pixel.
In the normalization mechanism, the standard deviation of Gaussian function
σ is set to 15 pixel, while the leakage activities A is set to 0.01. The es-
timated results of the optic flow were based on the summed responses of r
which generates a confidence for the motion direction (ue(x, y) ve(x, y))T =∑

θ r(x, y, θ, fs, t) · (cos θ − sin θ)
T . Figures 2.10 and 2.11 present the trans-

latory and rotational motion results respectively, where the stimulus image,
ON/OFF events and ground truth are presented in the first row. The second
row shows the estimated flow and the direction selectivity which is depicted in
polar plot. In order to measure the accuracy of our approach, we calculated the
angular error Φ(x, y) = cos−1(Ve(x, y) ·Vg(x, y))/(|Ve(x, y)||Vg(x, y)|), where

Ve(x, y)T = (ue(x, y), ve(x, y)) and Vg(x, y)T = (ug(x, y), vg(x, y)) represent
the estimated and ground truth flow vectors at position (x, y), respectively.
The error values in the range of [0◦, 180◦] are depicted as a histogram which is
shown in the third column.
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Figure 2.10: Processing results of translatory motion stimuli, straight-bar and star.
The first row of each stimulus contains the input image, the ON/OFF accumulated
events (3 msec.) and a sketch of the ground truth optical flow field. The second
row shows the estimated motion, the polar plot of the direction selectivity and the
histogram of the angular error between the estimated motion and their respective
ground truth. In the star stimulus, the smaller polar plot represents the direction
selectivity at corner and bar contours while the larger polar plot represents the di-
rection selectivity of the whole stimulus. The abscissa of the histogram represents
the binning in the range of the angular errors Φ that are combined into single bins
[θ − 7.5◦, θ + 7.5◦). The ordinate represents the number of pixels.
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Figure 2.11: Processing results of clockwise rotational motion stimuli, cross and
half-circle. The first row of each stimulus contains the input image, the ON/OFF
accumulated events (3 msec.) and the ground truth optical flow field. The second
row represents the estimated motion, the polar plot of the direction selectivity and
the histogram of the angular error between the estimated motion and their respective
ground truth. The abscissa of the histogram represents the binning in the range of
the angular errors Φ that are combined into single bins [θ − 7.5◦, θ + 7.5◦), The
ordinate represents the number of pixels.
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In case of translatory motion, we used two stimuli: a straight bar and a star
in which different directions were selected to move these stimuli. The straight
bar stimulus was moved to the left while the star was moved vertically up the
field of view. For the straight bar, the polar plot shows that the spatiotempo-
ral filters are selective to the right direction (0◦). According to the histogram,
the angular error between the estimated flow and the ground truth flow re-
veals that motions were estimated with correct directions in which the error
values are accumulated within a small range of [0◦, 15◦). In the star stimulus,
different slanted bars are connected to form the star shape. Since each bar gen-
erates motion components that suffer locally from the aperture problem the
initial estimation and subsequent integration impose a challenge. The smaller
polar plot shows the direction selectivity at a particular position (corner and
bar contours) while the larger polar plot shows the whole direction selectivity.
Although an ambiguous motion was estimated along bar contours, real motion
was estimated at the corner regions (aperture problem, see Section 2.7). The
aperture problem can be resolved via the feedback of larger integration recep-
tive field MT cells (for more details see [Bayerl and Neumann, 2004]). The
angular error histogram showed some spurious flow in 45◦ due to the small
slanted lines. Moreover, a smaller spurious flow occurred Φ > 60◦ due to the
low resolution of DVS (128×128) which gives rise to spatial aliasing.

In the case of rotational motion, again two stimuli were used: cross and half-
circle. These stimuli were rotated clockwise. In the cross stimulus, the motion
estimation showed a flow pattern on the stimulus blades in which motion was
estimated with preferred direction of (0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦). In the half-circle
stimulus, the results showed a flow motion over the stimulus diagonal along
the elongated contrast edge contour. Here, the direction selectivity of the
spatiotemporal filters is tuned to 290◦ and 110◦. In both stimuli, the results
revealed appropriate flow estimation compared with the ground truth of the
clockwise rotation in which most of the angular error was sandwiched between
15◦ and 30◦.

2.6.2 Complex realistic movements

To demonstrate the usefulness of our model under realistic acquisition con-
ditions, we extended our evaluation to include bouncing ball and articulated
biological motions, Figures 2.12 and 2.13. In the case of the bouncing ball,
different projected velocities occur since the ball moves from a distant position
towards the camera. On the other hand, the biological motions generate dif-
ferent speeds and directions inducing by the body and limbs movements. This
leads to the additional challenge for our model to estimate the motion when
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different velocities occur.
In the bouncing ball, we tested the influence of the temporal window size of

events integration on the motion estimation. We used three different window
sizes, 20msec, 10msec and 3msec, in which the first accumulated temporal
period is equivalent to the typical sampling rate of a conventional frame-based
imager. Figure 2.12 shows that the motion estimation can be improved with
decreasing the temporal window size. This referred to the higher sampling rate
interval can capture small number of events and instantaneously transcribe
their motion in contrast to the larger interval window that integrates more
events over time space which leads to lose the intermediate motion details. In
general, the result of smaller number of events acquisition, Figure 2.12 (c),
shows a proper estimation of flow direction comparing with other sampling
cases.

Our model was tested using articulated movements in which real body mo-
tions are represented. Figure 2.13 shows two actions (jumping-jack and two
hands waving) of an actor, where different movements and speeds were gener-
ated from body and limbs motions. The estimated motions for the two actions
have been determined using a sampling rate of 3msec in which a satisfactory
motions are obtained. As a further step towards the implication of the biolog-
ical motion estimation, Chapter 4 demonstrates how representative features
can be extracted from these motions which are then used for a classification
purpose (biological motion recognition).

2.7 Aperture problem

Neurons in the primary visual cortical area V1 that are selective to spatio-
temporal stimulus features have small RFs, or filter sizes. Consequently, they
can only detect local motion components that occur within their RFs as shown
in Figure 2.14 (a). This means that along elongated contrasts only ambiguous
motion information can be detected locally. It is the normal flow component
that can be measured along the local contrast gradient of the luminance func-
tion (aperture problem). Figure 2.14 (b) illustrates some of possible velocities
generating at the center of a bar contour where these velocities are repre-
sented in the velocity space as shown in Figure 2.14 (c). In our test scenarios
aperture problem has been investigated with input shown in Figure 2.8. The
aperture problem can be resolved either by utilizing local feature responses at
corners, line ends, or junctions that belong to a single surface to be tracked.
Another approach is to integrate several normal flow estimates at distant loca-
tions. The following subsections review some of the common solutions of the
aperture problem.
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Figure 2.12: Estimated motion of bouncing ball: The first row depicts the experi-
mental setup and samples of ball events. The second row shows the optic flow for
the ball path. (a) Motion estimation using temporal window of 20msec. (b) Motion
estimation using temporal window of 10msec. (c) Motion estimation using temporal
window of 3msec. The second row shows the histograms of the estimated directions
where the abscissa represents the binning in the rang of the direction θ that are com-
bined into one bin [θ − 18◦, θ + 18◦), and the ordinate represents the number of the
events.
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a b

Figure 2.13: Estimated flow of articulated motion of an actor. (a) Jumping-jack. (b)
Two hands waving. The first column of each action represents original image input
and the integrated ON/OFF events. The second column of each action represent the
estimated motions.

2.7.1 Intersection of Constraints and Vector Average

The intersection-of-constraints (IOC) [Adelson and Movshon, 1982] and vec-
tor average (VA) [Yo and Wilson, 1992] approaches can be demonstrated to
calculate the exact movement of, e.g., two overlapping gratings which move
translatory behind a circular aperture in distinct directions (plaid I and plaid
II), see Figure 2.14 (d) and (e). If the two gratings have same contrast and
spatial frequency the plaid appears as a single pattern. In the IOC mechanism
the motion pattern of the two gratings is predicted in the direction of the inter-
secting normal flow constraint lines defined by the component gratings. This
direction correspond to the feature motions generated by the grating intersec-
tions. While in the VA approach the motion pattern is predicted by averaging
the motions of both gratings. In plaid I, the VA and IOC approaches produce
motion pattern in the same direction since the moving directions of both grat-
ings lie on either side with respect to the generated movement of 2D crossings.
While in plaid II, gratings move in similar direction (i.e. both movements lie
on the same side with respect to the generated movement of 2D crossings) that
lead to different motion directions predicted by the VA and IOC approaches .

The IOC and AV methods could be used here as well by utilizing a voting
scheme that is initialized by the normal flow components derived from the
spatio-temporal filter responses as described above (in Section 2.5.2). Since
the spatio-temporal weights of the filters already take into account the uncer-
tainty of the detection and estimation process the IOC approach could be for-
mulated within the Bayesian framework [Simoncelli, 1999]. To implement this
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mechanism in our model, we could combine the local estimated motions from
spatio-temporal filters and the likelihoods for the corresponding constraint
lines. The IOC solution would then be the maximum likelihood response of
the multiplied constraint component likelihoods. The integration of normal
flow motions in the IOC (as well as the VA) is valid under the assumption
that the contributions from component flows are generated by translatory mo-
tions. For rotational flows of an extended object, such as the ones shown in
Figure 2.11, these approaches do not yield the correct integrated motion esti-
mation, Figure 2.14 (f) [Caplovitz et al., 2006]. The high temporal of input
events delivered by the DVS sensor leads to motion components that can be
considered as to mainly represent motion components tangential to a rota-
tional sweep. However, since those local measures are noisy and need to be
integrated over a temporal window, the rotational components become more
prominent and gradually deteriorate the IOC solution.

2.7.2 Motion integration based on biologically plausible

Integration strategy based on the IOC mechanism is unlikely to be utilized
by the human visual system. In the biological visual system the local motion
responses of area V1 are weighted and integrated in cortical area MT. The RF
of cells in area MT are larger in their size by up to an order of magnitude. In
other words, such cells operate at a much larger spatial context to properly
integrate localized responses, similar to the VA method. As a consequence,
localized feature responses at line ends or corners lead to stronger responses
in the integration process.

In order to account for integrating local motion responses of unknown com-
ponents and compositions, Chapter 3 introduces an extension of our model by
using motion integration algorithm following to the study of [Bayerl and Neu-
mann, 2004] and [Bouecke et al., 2011]. In this extension, we utilize model
mechanisms of cortical area MT that integrate the normal flow components
derived from the spatio-temporal filter responses defined in Section 2.5.2.

2.8 Discussion

Computational mechanisms of visual processing often utilize conventional frame-
based camera for data acquisition. Many works have addressed motion estima-
tion using the frame-based imager, which can be characterized as computer vi-
sion approaches (such as [Lucas and Kanade, 1981], [Brox et al., 2004], [Drulea
and Nedevschi, 2013]) and bio-inspired related models (such as [Adelson and
Bergen, 1985], [Strout et al., ] [Emerson et al., 1992], [Challinor and Mather,
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Figure 2.14: Aperture problem. (a) Elongated bar moves to the right direction, the
red circles represent the detector cells at the corner and center of the bar. (b) A
family of possible motions occurring at a center of bar contour. (c) The family of
motions are represented in the velocity space. (d) Plaid I composes by two grat-
ings that are oriented in different directions. Both gratings are moved in directions
orthogonally to their contrasts. In this case, the motion directions which are pre-
dicted by IOC and AV are approximately similar. (e) Plaid II composes by two
gratings that are oriented and moved in the same side with respect to the generated
movement of 2D crossings lead to predict different motion pattern by IOC and AV
approaches. (f) The IOC approach fails with the rotational motion (this image is
taken from [Caplovitz et al., 2006]). The blue circles represent the direction and
magnitude of component motion vectors in velocity space for various points along
the leading edge of an ellipse undergoing clockwise rotation. The constraint lines
represent all the possible real-world motions which could be generated at the contour
locations. The IOC approach can be applied to translational motion for which all
constraint lines share a common point of intersection. While in the rotational mo-
tion, the IOC approach fails to predict the motion because there is no common point
of intersection.
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]). However, the concept of visual processing based on frames is far from the
principles of the biological visual system. Neuromorphic vision sensors is a
spike-based vision sensor that simulates the neural circuitry of the biological
retina. Recently, [Benosman et al., 2012] and [Tschechne et al., 2014b] carried
out motion estimation using retina sensors in which the first article adopted a
computer vision approach, while the second considered a bio-inspired model.
Along this chapter, we introduced and discussed the available methodologies
that concerning motion estimation based on events cloud. We show that the
Neuromorphic vision sensor needs an adaptive model for motion estimation
that is compatible with address events representation principles. We propose
a neural model for motion estimation using Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS).
The neural model processing is inspired by the low-level filtering at the initial
stage of the visual system. We adopted the spatio-temporal filtering model
suggested in [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] and integrated new temporal filters
to fit with AER principles. In order to regulate the overall activation of single
neurons against a pool of neighboring cells, we incorporate a competitive stage
that operates upon the spatial as well as the feature domain.

Our approach contributed to bio-inspired model for motion estimation us-
ing DVS sensors by introducing new temporal filters consistent with polarity
responses of the retina sensors. According to [Adelson and Bergen, 1985], the
temporal filters in bio-inspired models defined as a smoothing functions with
biphasic shape responses, in which temporal gamma functions of different du-
ration were used to achieved temporal smoothing and differentiation. These
functions can be approximately decomposed into a convolution of a numeri-
cal difference kernel with temporal smoothing filters. Since the representation
AER uses the first order temporal derivative (i.e., the discrete events gener-
ated based on the changes in the input), we thus suggest to employ temporal
smoothing filters and convolve them with the input stream of events to ob-
tain scaled versions of temporally smoothed derivatives of the input luminance
function.

Our model was tested using different kinds of stimuli. Here, we examined
the model by probing it with synthetically generated ground truth stimuli
and realistic complex motions, e.g. biological motions and a bouncing ball. In
many cases, the model shows accurate results for translatory motion estimation
compared with synthetic ground truth. The error value increased in rotational
motion cases due to the limited number of estimated directions compared
with the ground truth. This drawback could be overcome by increasing the
estimated directions of our model. The spatial low resolution of the DVS
sensor has unfavorable impact on several locations of the star image case due
to the spatial aliasing problem which leads to spurious estimations.
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The size of the temporal sampling interval can affect the motion estimation
results in which smaller temporal window size gives better estimation. This
smaller window can capture more motion details since it accumulates the oc-
curred events immediately and transcribes their motions instantaneously. As
a consequence, the subtle information can be maintained.

Following the theoretical studies (e.g., [Brosch and Neumann, 2014]) we
carried out the normalization process using model neuronal activation which is
described by [Grossberg, 1988] as gradual changes of the membrane potential.
Activity normalization of model areas V1 and MT is computed by realizing a
slightly simplified version of the scheme described in [Brosch and Neumann,
2014] and solved the normalization interaction at equilibrium, namely eval-

uating the state response for dv(t)
dt

= 0. Here, the normalization process is
carried out in spatial domain by calculating the pool of activities of individ-
ual neuron over a circular spatial neighborhood. In addition, we normalized
neuron activities in the feature domain. Since area V1 derives directions and
spatio-temporal selectivity, we normalized responses of area V1 by averaging
activities of each cell over all directions.

The aperture problem can be reduced by integrating the local motion esti-
mation of area V1 in model area MT. The RFs of cells in area MT are operate
at a much larger spatial context to properly integrate the localized responses
that generated from area V1. This integration is similar to the principles of
VA method (see Section 2.7). As a consequence, localized feature responses
at line terminators (such as bar ends or corners) lead to stronger responses
in the integration process. This integration mechanism has been investigated
in the upcoming chapter (Chapter 3) in which a neural model of area MT is
introduced and discussed.
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Chapter 3

Model Extension: Neural
Mechanisms of Cortical Motion
Computation

3.1 Introduction

Motion perception is a significant source of information for the cortical vi-
sual system in which this information is analyzed and processed by a large
number of interconnected areas [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991]. Each area is
characterized by cells of different feature selectivity and varying tuning prop-
erties [Lamme et al., 1998]. The neuron responses increase in complexity
from the lower level up to the higher cortical area [Perrone, 2004]; [Unger-
leider and Haxby, 1994]. Motion analysis starts in the primary visual cortex
V1 [Chalupa and Werner, 2004]. The responses of area V1 are forwarded to
subsequent areas, namely middle temporal area (MT), medial superior tempo-
ral area (MST) and beyond [Simoncelli and Heeger, 1998]. Visual areas interact
via feedforward and feedback sweep processing (see [Felleman and Van Essen,
1991]; [Bastos et al., 2014]; [Friston and Büchel, 2000]). The feedforward
sweep processes information that are transferred from lower to higher levels
via bottom-up connections. These connections are paralleled by top-down con-
nections to project the feedback signals from the higher to the lower level via
a reverse counter stream network [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991]; [Koch and
Davis, 1994]. Feedback processing tends to act as a modulator to amplify lower
stages activations [Larkum, 2013].

Although neuroscientists confirm the influence of bidirectional integration
among cortical visual areas [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991]; [Johnson and
Burkhalter, 1997]; [König and Luksch, 1998]; [König and Luksch, 1989], the
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role of feedback processing is still not fully uncovered [Crouzet and Cauchoix,
2011]. The question is how the higher levels areas can project activations
along feedback stream to the lower areas in which the response of each area
is characterized by specific properties? In this chapter, we propose a possible
solution to this question by suggesting a mechanism of feedforward and mod-
ulatory feedback interaction. Here, we extend our suggested model in Chapter
2 by adding a brain function, namely middle temporal (MT). The extended
model simulates the visual areas interactions by proposing a new mechanism
of feedforward and feedback processing between two main model visual areas
with different feature selectivity, V1 (direction selectivity) and MT (velocity
selectivity). The initial motion representation generated in model area V1 is
weighted and is then subsequently pooled over a local neighborhood defined
in the spatio-temporal domain in model MT using cells with larger receptive
fields (RFs). Here, a new model of MT motion selective neurons which are
tuned to different speeds and directions is introduced.

To enhance the initial motion estimation in area V1 and reduce ambiguity
in the estimated motion, top-down feedback signals from area MT are fed back
and re-entered in area V1. Along the feedforward path different feature rep-
resentations of the spatio-temporal input are generated through hierarchically
organized filter processes. The specific features extracted are spatio-temporal
frequency (in V1) and velocity (direction, speed) at spatial locations (in MT),
respectively. The model specifically suggests how MT feature representations
generate proper feedback signals that integrate with the spatio-temporal re-
sponses in V1. In a nutshell, the re-entry is accomplished through an inte-
gration of MT activations over different speed selectivities along a preferred
direction. Coarse-grained activations integrated over neighboring direction se-
lectivities emphasis corresponding spatio-temporal directions via modulatory
feedback. In the model, neurons activations of both areas, V1 and MT, against
the pool of neighboring neurons are carried out to adjust the neurons activities
in the spatial as well as in the feature domains. In the following Sections the
details of our extended model are introduced.

3.2 Motion processing architecture

The architecture of the neural model is inspired by the mammalian visual
system in which the input data is evaluated and processed by a hierarchical
model of different brain areas. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the feedforward
and feedback neural model structure. The brain areas interact through bidi-
rectional feedforward and feedback signal pathways. Motion analysis starts
in the primary visual cortex (V1) in which the responses of V1 cells are for-
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warded to subsequent areas in the model, particularly the middle temporal
area (MT) which directly receives V1 projections (see [Crouzet and Cauchoix,
2011]; [Koivisto et al., 2011]). In turn, area V1 receives re-entrant input from
MT neurons through top-down feedback connections. The action of such re-
entrant activation is modulatory in its nature as it cannot by itself generate
activity at the reentry target location. In addition, the activation in area
MT can be modulated through higher level areas such as the medial superior
temporal area, MST, (see [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991]). Since we do not
incorporate a model MST in the current architecture, this modulatory input
is left void. Figure 3.2 shows the hierarchical architecture of V1-MT feed-
forward and feedback processing in which the following subsections detail the
processing stages of the model.

3.2.1 Motion estimation-feedforward processing

In our model, the function of the feedforward network architecture is depicted
in three stages to show how the processing is implemented dynamically. In
the first stage, Figure 3.2(A), the spares of input ON/OFF events are fed to
the model mechanism of area V1 in which this stage was introduced in Sec-
tion 2.5.1. In the second stage, Figure 3.2(B), the model mechanism of area V1
is defined by three column layers which are composed of filtering, modulation
and normalization. Cells in this area are selective to movement direction. Due
to the small RFs of V1 neurons, local motion can only be detected along di-
rection orthogonal to extended contrasts (i.e., aperture problem). The model
mechanism of area V1 including the three column layers was presented in Sec-
tion 2.5.2. The local estimated motion is, then, weighted and integrated in the
third stage (i.e., area MT). Here, cells are modeled using a new mechanism
that are selective to different directions and speeds. The following subsections
detail the proposed models of area MT.

3.2.1.1 Model mechanism for area MT

In area MT, again, the structural model is defined by three stages, namely
filtering, modulation, and normalization, as shown in Figure 3.2(C). In the
filtering stage, the incoming visual responses from area V1 are weighted and
pooled with larger RFs. Here, we propose a neural model for area MT where
neurons are selective to different velocities. In essence, we modeled the neurons
in area MT by taking into account the following features:

1. Speed and direction selectivity of MT cells encoded by proper sampling
V1 cells responses in space-time: Cells in area V1 which are driven by
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Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS)

 Spike-trains of ON/OFF events.
 Silicon retina.

ON

OFF

Middle temporal (MT)

 Circular and elongated RFs.

Direction & speed selectivity.

Primary visual cortex  (V1)

Spatiotemporal RF.

Direction selectivity.

tx

Motion  pathway

Figure 3.1: Feedforward and feedback neural model structure. The spike of ON/OFF
events are fed to the first visual area of motion analysis in the motion pathway.
Along feedforward processing the output of area V1 is forwarded to the subsequent
area MT. The feedback signals from area MT are re-entered to area V1 through
feedback interaction.
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of V1-MT feedforward and feedback processing. (A) DVS
input (see Section 2.5.1 for more details about the DVS camera). (B) The model of
area V1 (B1) Spatiotemporal filter construction. (b1) Spatial filters. (b2) Temporal
filters. (b3) The first row represents the products of two spatial and two temporal
filters; the second row represents the sum and difference of the product filters. (B2)
modulation of area V1 based on the feedback of area MT. (B3) normalization mech-
anism of area V1. (C) The model of area MT. (C1) filtering representation of MT
cells. (C2) modulation signal for area MT based on area MST activation which,
here, is set to zero. (C3) MT normalizing mechanism.
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a sweep of input stimulation are distributed over a larger spatial field of
locations. Due to their small RFs such cells respond spatio-temporally
rather coarsely, but can distinguish directions (left vs. right orthogonal
to the contrast orientation). In area MT, cells have larger RFs that inte-
grate such spots of V1 activations for a given speed-range. Thus, speed
representation in MT neurons can be encoded via the V1 cells population
with respect to the temporal axis. Figure 3.3 shows rectangular object
moving from left to right at different speeds (slow, mid, fast). The trans-
lation of the object corresponds to an oblique stream of ON/OFF events
in the spatiotemporal (x,t) domain (we omitted the y-component to keep
illustrations simple). The slope of the distributed stream of events with
respect to the t-axis reflects the speed of the motion. Cells in area V1
are activated according to these distributions of events and thus gener-
ate a population of activated cells that are distributed along different
orientation in the spatio-temporal domain. The responses of V1 cells are
integrated in the space-time domain by MT cells with larger RFs. This
kind of integration equips MT cells with contextual information for a
particular speed-range.

2. Organization and geometry of MT receptive fields: The RFs geometry
of MT neurons has been investigated by [Born, 2000], where the au-
thors identified two types of MT RF profiles: classical receptive field
CRF and center-surround cells. CRF responds best to wide field mo-
tion, while center-surround interaction are sensitive to motion contrasts,
which can be described by center-surround cells. We focus on CRF cells
in our model in which weighting functions with different sizes are uti-
lized. These cells are organized in the spatial-temporal domain (x,y,t).
We use Gaussian fall-off functions to integrate the spatial responses of
V1 cells over larger RFs (V1:MT 1:3, 1:3.5 and 1:4). In addition, elon-
gated weighting filters are used to integrate the responses of V1 cells
population with respect to the temporal axis. The integration process
of V1 responses over time axis encodes the speed representation in area
MT. The elongated weighting filters are tuned to different speeds (fast,
mid, and slow) by orienting them in the spatiotemporal domain in which
fast motion tuning filters are more oriented with respect to the temporal
axis. Following the study of [Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990], we increased
the size of the RF profiles with increasing speed selectivity. Figure 3.4
(a) shows the model of MT receptive fields in 2D space (x,y) and (x,t)
while Figure 3.4 (b) demonstrates the model of MT receptive fields in
3D space (x,y,t). The responses of such cells are calculated by
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Figure 3.3: speed representation in spatiotemporal (x,t) domain. A rectangular object
is moving from left to right at different speeds. In the first column, streams of
ON/OFF events are generated in the spatiotemporal domain (x,t) for different speeds
(slow, mid, fast). The sequences of oriented in the space-time domain corresponding
to the speed of the motion. In the second column, sketch of the activated V1 cells in
the 2D spatiotemporal domain driven by a slow, mid and fast sweep of input stimulus.
The third column shows how cells in area MT encode the speed of the motion via
integrate spots of V1 activations in spatiotemporal domain
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rMT
θ,si

(x, y, t) =
∑
φ̄

{
rv1
θ ∗ Λσi ∗Ψφ̄i

}
x,y,t

, (3.1)
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)
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where

(
x̌
ť

)
=

(
cosφ̄i −sinφ̄i
sinφ̄i cosφ̄i

)
·
(
x
t

)
, the symbol ′∗′ indicates the

convolution operator, Λσi denotes the Gaussian weighting functions in
which σi is the spatial extent, Ψφ̄i represents the elongated Gaussian
functions where φ̄i is the orientation of the Gaussian function (φi, −φi
define left and right orientations), rv1

θ is the response of area V1 in which
θ denotes motion direction selectivity, the index si represents speed se-
lectivity si = {fast,mid, slow} that corresponds to the spatial extent σi
and the orientation φ̄i.

3. Temporal integration: We incorporated a temporal trace rule in our
model in order to hold an amount of past neural activations in which
the weight of the present activities is higher than the past activities.
The extent of such temporal windows takes into account the temporal
impulse responses of MT cells reported in, e.g., [Rolls and Stringer, 2006].
Such a rule has also been adopted in several studies (e.g., [Layher et al.,
2014a]; [Sullivan and de Sa, 2004]).

ṙMTout
si,θ

(t) = −δrMTout
si,θ

(t) + rMTin
si,θ

(t), (3.4)

where δ (0 < δ < 1) represents the strength of the temporal integra-
tion and ṙMTout

si,θ
(t) denotes the calculated average activity of MT cells,

rMTout
si,θ

(t) and rMTin
si,θ

(t) represent the input and output activities of the
MT cells.

3.3 Response normalization

Experimental investigation have shown that the responses of cells in visual
cortical areas show significant nonlinearities depending on spatio-temporal ac-
tivity distribution in the cell activation in the space-feature domain surround-
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Figure 3.4: The model of area MT. The RFs of cells in area MT are modeled us-
ing Gaussian functions with circular and elongated shapes. (a) The model of MT
receptive fields in 2D spatial space (x,y) and 2D spatiotemporal space (x,t). (b) The
model of MT receptive fields in 3D space (x,y,t).
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ing a target cell [Heeger, 1992]; [Carandini and Heeger, 2012]. Such response
nonlinearities have been demonstrated in the LGN, early visual cortex (area
V1), and beyond. In many studies, it has been proposed that responses are
calculated via the normalization of the target cell response based on pooling ac-
tivities in a neighborhood (see [Brosch and Neumann, 2014]). Model neuronal
activation is described by gradual changes of the membrane potential which
is here considered as a population state variable, as described by [Grossberg,
1988]

τ
dv (t)

dt
= −A · v (t) + (B − C · v (t)) · netex − (D + E · v (t)) · netin, (3.5)

where A represents the passive leakage, B and D are parameters denoting
the saturation potentials (relative to C and E, respectively), and netex and
netin denote generic excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the target cell with
the state, or membrane potential. Here, the net inputs are defined by the
responses encoding motion from the filtering stage.

A firing-rate function generates positive output activations from the current
state level, or membrane potential. Here, we employ a simple rectification to
yield r(t) = max(0, v(t)). We set the parameters in Equation (3.5) such that
the output range for the membrane potential is bounded to the range [0, B],
setting B=1 and D=0 and C=E=1.

In order to achieve balanced activities of individual cells against neigh-
borhood activities, we employ a normalization mechanism in which neuron
activities are adjusted in the spatial and feature domains. We solved Equation
(3.5) at equilibrium state dv(t)

dt
= 0, using the parametrization for constants A

to E as defined above

v∞ =
netex

A+ netex + netin
. (3.6)

As outlined in Figure 3.2 the activities of areas V1 and MT are normalized
in the third stage B3 and C3, of each individual processing cascade, respec-
tively. The normalization of the V1 motion selective responses take the spatial
and the feature domain into account. Here, the features considered are orien-
tations and directions. The model responses rv1 are normalized in the spatial
domain using a Gaussian weighting function defined over the spatial domain.
The motion selective responses are defined in orthogonal direction space rel-
ative to the local contrast orientation θ of the spatial filter kernels used. We
take the direction feature space into account as well by summing activity over
all directions and then scaling this sum by N . In all, we can denote the overall
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pool activation by

rv1pool(x, y) =
1

N

∑
θ

{
rv1
θ ∗ Λσnor

}
x,y
, (3.7)

with θ denoting the motion directions, ′∗′ denotes the (spatial) convolution
operator, N is the number of contrast filter orientations and Λ is the spatial
weighting function of the pooling operation. The latter is a Gaussian function
(as defined in Equation (3.2)) which is parametrized by the parameter σnor
to denote the width of the spatial extent. Finally, the resulting normalized
responses in the spatial and feature domains is calculated by

rv1nor
θ (x, y) =

rv1
θ (x, y)

A+ rv1
θ (x, y) + rv1pool(x, y)

. (3.8)

Like in Equation (3.6) constant parameter A refers to the passive decay of the
corresponding dynamic mechanism and avoids zero division.

Similarly, the activity of individual neurons in areas MT are balanced in the
spatial domain as well as in the feature domain. Here, features are defined in
the velocity space (both directions and speed). In the spatial domain, again, we
used a fall-off function Λσnor to weight the activity in the spatial neighborhood
of the target cell according to the width of the spatial extent σnor. While in
the feature domain, the motion selective responses of MT neurons are defined
in velocity space (direction and speed). We adjust cell activations against
the pool of neighboring cells in the direction domain at each particular speed.
This is accomplished by averaging activities of each cell over all directions
{θk}k=1···N of each speed si. The pooling activities of individual neuron over
spatial and feature domain are defined by

rMTpool
si

(x, y) =
1

N

∑
θ

{
rMT
θ,si
∗ Λσnor

}
x,y
, (3.9)

where the index si represents the speeds, i = {1 · · · 3} corresponds to (slow,
mid and fast). The resulting normalized response of neurons in area MT in
the spatial and feature domain is finally calculated by

rMTnor
θ,si

(x, y) =
rMT
θ,si

(x, y)

A+ rMT
θ,si

(x, y) + rMTpool
si (x, y)

. (3.10)

Again constant parameter A refers to the passive decay of the corresponding
dynamic mechanism and avoids zero division.
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3.4 Feedback from area MT to V1

Along the feedforward processing sweep the feature representations in area V1
and MT, respectively, are different. Cells in area V1 are direction-selective
while cells in area MT are velocity-selective (direction and speed). In other
words, the bottom-up signals (V1→MT) predominantly drive from direction
features (and do not distinguish between different speeds), while the top-down
signals (MT→V1) drive from both direction and speed features. The question
here is how can the higher area signals interact with the lower area where both
are fed by different feature domains? The model introduces a possible solution
to this question by suggesting a mechanism of modulatory feedback interaction.
In this mechanism, we propose integrating the top-down responses over differ-
ent speeds along a particular preferred direction. This integration transforms
the feature responses of the MT cells from direction and speed domains to
the direction domain. In other words, integration process over different speeds
(slow, mid and fast) along each direction generates feedback signals derived
from representations sensitive to motion directions rather than directions and
speeds. Here, the feedback signals from area MT can be re-entered at the lower
area V1, in which the properties of both responses (feedforward and feedback)
are matched. Area V1 cells receive feedback signals from the higher area MT
such that the feedforward activities can be modified via the modulatory influ-
ence of feedback signals. The top-down signals alone, however, cannot provoke
any activities when feedforward signals are absent. We utilized the feedback
modulatory mechanism suggested by [Bouecke et al., 2011]; [Neumann and
Sepp, 1999], which in abstract terms is denoted by,

routx,y,feat ∝ rFFx,y,feat · (1 + λ · rFBx,y,feat). (3.11)

In this scheme FF denotes to the feedforward signal stream and FB refers
to the feedback stream. The index feat defines the considered feature in both
feedforward and feedback stream which is here represents motion direction at
the spatial position (x, y), and λ denotes a constant amplification factor. In
order to keep the smoothness of the top-down signals in the feature-space, we
weighted the activities in MT over the neighborhood directions using a Gaus-
sian function Λσm . The broad of the weighting activities over the neighborhood
directions is parametrized by σm. The modulated V1 responses in our model
are finally calculated by

rv1mod
x,y,θ = rV 1

x,y,θ · (1 + λ ·
∑
si

rMTnor
x,y,θ,si

· Λσm), (3.12)

where Λσm is Gaussian weighting function of the smoothing operation over
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direction θ in which σm denotes the width of the smoothing extent, si refers
to discrete speed ranges, indexed by i = {1 · · · 3} and λ defines the strength
of the feedback projection from area MT. In the case of a pure feedforward
processing sweep, the modulator feedback signals are switched off by setting
λ = 0. As a consequence, the filtering response signals in model area V1 are
forwarded to the third column stage in which the responses of V1 cells are
normalized in the spatial and feature domains.

3.5 Results

To demonstrate the potential of our model, we used synthetic ground truth
data along with a set of different stimuli with translator and rotational motions.
The motions of the stimuli were recorded using the dynamic visual sensor (DVS
128 sensor) that introduced by [Lichtsteiner et al., 2008]. In our model, the
size of the spatial filters in area V1 has been defined as a function of the
spatial frequency [Watson and Ahumada, 1983] and [Watson and Ahumada,
1985] such that σs = 0.5622

fs
. This parametrization is taken in accordance to

the suggestion in [Escobar and Kornprobst, 2012]. We have used a spatial
frequency of fs = 0.25 in which the size of the spatial kernel in area V1
is (15 × 15). The estimated motion of our result is based on 8 directions
θ ={0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦,180◦,225◦,270◦,315◦}. In the filtering stage of area MT the
sizes of the fall-off kernels in the spatial (x,y) domain are (45× 45), (49× 49)
and (53 × 53) pixels for the slow, mid and fast motion, respectively. These
sizes keep the integration process in area MT with larger RFs (V1:MT 1:3,
1:3.5 and 1:4). The sizes of the elongated Gaussian filters in spatiotemporal
(x,t) domain are (21 × 57), (21 × 63) and (21 × 69) which are oriented by
(240◦(left), 300◦(right)), (280◦(left), 340◦(right)) and (175◦(left), 355◦(right))
for slow, mid and fast motion respectively. In order to hold an amount of past
neural activation, the strength of the temporal integration δ in Equation (3.4)
has been set to 0.5. In the normalization stage of areas V1 and MT, we set the
standard deviation σnor of the spatial weighing function to 15 which exceeds
the size of the RFs of both areas. Here, the passive decay parameter is set to
a small value (A = 0.01) to avoid zero division. In the feedback processing
stream we set λ to 0.8 and σm to 2. The following subsections introduce our
experimental results to probe the speed sensitivity in area MT. In addition,
motion representation in areas V1 and MT via feedforward processing stream
will be demonstrated along with the motion representation of the modulated
V1 via feedback processing stream.
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3.5.1 Speed selectivity in areas V1 and MT

To verify the speed sensitivity of the MT cells, a translating stimulus with
different speeds was used. The stimulus movements were recorded using DVS
128 sensor that was mounted on a tripod and placed 25 cm away from the
center of the stimulus. We used a dark bar stimulus (5× 95mm) moving from
left to right on a light background. The bar was moved with different speeds
(slow 7 cm/sec, medium 17 cm/sec and fast 23 cm/sec) using a linear actu-
ator. Figure 3.5 shows the movement of the bar stimulus to the right. The
events configuration that are generated by the DVS sensor is shown in Fig-
ure 3.5(b) in which ON-events are generated at the leading contrast edge of
the bar and OFF-events at the tail edge. Figure 3.5(c1 − c3) show a trans-
lating one-dimensional signal of the bar movement in the spatiotemporal (x,t)
domain in response to slow, mid and fast bar motion, respectively. The bar
translation traces out a diagonal path in the spatiotemporal (x,t) domain in
which the slope of the diagonal path reflects the speed of the bar movement.
Cells in area V1 are driven by the input stimulus and respond in a spatiotem-
poral fashion. Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of the V1 responses which are
derived from the three speeds (slow, mid and fast) of the bar movements. In
the filtering stage of area V1, the spatiotemporal filters generate a confidence
for θ fundamental directions. In order to maintain a single response hypoth-
esis, we generate a sum of the V1 responses over the fundamental directions
(
∑

θ r
V 1nor
x,y,θ ). This sum is used to present the distribution of V1 responses

shown in Figure 3.6. The results reveal that the mid speed of bar movement
encodes higher responses. This indicates the response of filtering stage in
model area V1 is sensible to a limited speed inside a spatiotemporal frequency
bandwidth which is defined by the filter weighting kernel. V1 responses are
integrated in (x,y,t) space via area MT in which sizes of the RFs, or kernels,
in area MT are larger than in area V1 (V1:MT 1:3, 1:3.5 and 1:4). Here, cells
in area MT are modeled using elongated filters which are tuned to different
speeds (slow, medium and fast motion) by oriented these filters with 300◦,
340◦ and 355◦, respectively. Hence, higher responses are generated when the
RFs of MT cells match the diagonal path of motion configurations. Figure 3.7
demonstrates how MT cells integrate V1 responses from spatial locations along
the diagonally arranged event configurations (generated by slow, mid and fast
speeds of motion). The sketch outlines the initial events and the correspond-
ing localized V1 cell responses for rightward motions occurring with different
speeds. The result reveals that cells in area MT that are oriented by 300◦ are
highly responsive to the slow motion whereas the responses of the other cells
are greatly reduced with the time, see third column of Figure 3.5(c1−c3). This
is due to the fact that the two cells with higher speed selectivity (orientation
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340◦ and 355◦) are activated at the beginning and then these activations di-
minish over time since the RFs do not match the locations of the diagonal
path of motion configurations with the cells preferred tuning. Similarly, filters
that are oriented by 340◦ and 355◦ are highly responsive to the medium and
fast motions respectively. The results confirm that the proposed cells respond
correctly to the used speeds (slow, mid and fast).

3.5.2 Motion representation in feedforward and feed-
back sweeps

A set of different stimuli were recorded using the DVS 128 sensor to evalu-
ate motion representations in the feedforward and feedback sweeps. The DVS
sensor is mounted on a tripod and placed 23 cm away from the center of
the stimuli. These stimuli were moved via translatory and rotatory motions in
which the movements of the stimuli are highlighted in the top-left of the stimuli
images. To produce these motions, we used linear and rotational actuators in
which the speed of the linear actuator is 20 cm/sec while the speed of the rota-
tional actuator is 5.23 rad/sec. In order to keep a single motion hypothesis, the
estimated results of the optic flow in area V1 are generated based on a weighted
sum of the fundamental directions θ, which generates a confidence for the mo-

tion direction
(
uV 1
e (x, y) vV 1

e (x, y)
)T

=
∑

θ r
V 1nor
x,y,θ ·(cos θ , −sin θ)

T . Similarly,
the estimated results of the optic flow in area MT are generated based on a
weighted sum of the fundamental directions θ and speeds si which can be

described by
(
uMT
e (x, y) vMT

e (x, y)
)T

=
∑

θ

∑
si
rMTnor
x,y,θ,si

· (cos θ , −sin θ)T . In
order to measure the accuracy of our approach, we calculated the angular error
ΦV 1,MT , (x, y) = cos−1(vV 1,MT

e (x, y) ·vg(x, y))/(|vV 1,MT
e (x, y)||vg(x, y)|), where

vV 1,MT
e (x, y)

T
= (uV 1,MT

e (x, y), vV 1,MT
e (x, y)) and vg(x, y)T = (ug(x, y), vg(x, y))

represent the estimated motion of the visual areas (V1, MT) and ground truth
flow vectors, respectively. The error values in the range of [0◦, 180◦] are dis-
played as a histogram.

3.5.2.1 Feedforward motion representation

In the feedforward sweep, motion is estimated via areas V1 and MT in which
the normal flow that is derived from the spatio-temporal filter is weighted
and integrated using the model filter mechanisms suggested for area MT. In
the translatory motion, Figure 3.8, we used two stimuli, namely tiger and
ball. The first stimulus, tiger, is characterized with a texture that comprises
different striped patterns while the second stimulus, the ball, contains different
slanted bars that are connected to form the ball interior. The nature of these
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Figure 3.5: Bar movement with three different speeds. The bar was moved to the
right with three speeds (slow 7 cm/sec, medium 17 cm/sec and fast 23 cm/sec). (a)
Shows the input stimulus. (b) The representation of the ON (white points) and OFF
(black points) spike responses that are generated via the DVS 128 sensor. The three
blocks (c1, c2 and c3) contain: (left image) the distribution of ON/OFF events in
response to a specific speed, (middle image) the V1 cells responses and (right image)
the responses of MT cells. The magnitude of V1 cells responses (middle image)
are depicted as a brightness in which higher amplitude is generated in response to
mid motion while lower amplitude is generated in response to fast motion (see also
Figure 3.6). (c1) The ON/OFF events in the spatial-temporal domain of the bar
movement to the rightward with slow motion. (c2) and (c3) show the spatial-temporal
domain of the bar movement to the rightward with mid and fast motions, respectively.
The responses of slow, mid and fast selective MT cells are depicted by solid-green,
solid-blue and solid-red lines, respectively. The slow, mid and fast selective cells are
depicted over V1 responses as dashed-green, dashed-blue and dashed-red, respectively.
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Figure 3.6: The distribution of V1 responses drive by different motion speeds (slow,
mid and fast). The box plots display the distribution of the output (magnitude) that
are generated by cells in area V1 in response to a specific speed. The first box shows
the distribution of the responses in area V1 which are driven by slow bar motion
(slow 7 cm/sec). The second box shows the output distribution of area V1 cells in
response to mid bar motion (17 cm/sec). The third box illustrates the distribution
of the V1 output in response to fast bar motion (23 cm/sec). It can be observed that
the mid speed of bar movement encodes higher responses while the fast speed of bar
movement encodes lower responses. This indicates that the response of filtering stage
in model area V1 is sensible to a limited speed (mid speed) inside a spatiotemporal
frequency bandwidth which is defined by the filter weighting kernel.
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Figure 3.7: MT cell selectivity in the spatiotemporal (x, t) domain. Slow, mid and
fast motion selective cells for rightward motion are depicted in green, blue and red,
respectively. The diagonal lines of green, blue and red dots represent idealized event
responses for slow, mid and fast input motions (with initial inputs generated from the
DVS sensor). In accordance to the representation of spatio-temporal inputs increases
in speed coincides with an increase in angle relative to the time axis. Model MT
cells are suggested to have larger receptive field size in space in comparison to the
spatio-temporally selective cells in V1. They also integrate input responses from V1
cells over a temporal period. MT cells with different speed selectivities preferentially
integrate V1 responses at the proper spatial offset positions (as depicted in the elliptic
outlines). The same representation occurs for leftward motions.
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stimuli makes the estimation complex and, then, challenging in translatory
motion. The preferred direction of areas V1 and MT are depicted in polar
diagrams. In tiger stimulus, the polar diagram shows that the V1 population is
selective to a broad range of directions around the correct direction (0◦), while
this region is shrunk close to (0◦) in area MT. In the ball stimulus, motion
representation in model area V1 suffers from the aperture problem. Here, the
motion is estimated orthogonal to the bar contrast (along bar contour) while
the real motion is estimated at the corner regions. Motion ambiguity (aperture
problem) is reduced in model area MT due to integrate the unambiguous
motion (real motion) with larger RFs. The polar diagram of the direction
selectivity shows that the responses of area MT are more tuned towards (0◦)
than area V1. According to the error-histograms of both stimuli, the error
values are reduced and concentrated in the range of [0◦, 15◦) which indicates
that motion is estimated more accurately in area MT compared with area V1.
These results are consistent with physiological findings (see e.g., [Churchland
et al., 2005]) which showed that cells in area MT are highly directionally-
selective compared to cells in area V1.

Neurons in the primary visual cortex area V1 that are selective to spatio-
temporal stimulus features have small RFs, or filter sizes. Consequently, they
can only detect local motion components that occur within their RFs. That
means along elongated contrasts only ambiguous motion information can be
detected locally. It is the normal flow component that can be measured along
the local contrast gradient of the luminance function (aperture problem). To
probe the performance of our model to reduce motion ambiguity in area V1,
we recorded a stimulus namely temp·1. This stimulus contains a set of black
bars that are slanted with 45◦ and moved in a direction that differs from the
normal flow as highlighted in the top-left of the stimulus. The drifting bars
is seen through a circular aperture as shown in Figure 3.9. The result reveals
that the V1 population responds in a direction (135◦) which referred to the
motion was estimated as orthogonal to the bar contrast. This is because the
motion was estimated in a local surround, nevertheless actual motions were
estimated at the bar ends. In other words, the normal flow can be computed
along the local one-dimensional contour while at the ends of the bars the local
two-dimensional structure enables to compute the actual motion direction.
In area MT, cells integrate initial responses of model area V1 in which the
sizes of the RFs are larger (V1:MT 1:3, 1:3.5 and 1:4). Such cells operate at
a much larger spatial context to properly integrate localized responses. As a
consequence, localized feature responses at line ends lead to stronger responses
in the integration process. In all, this leads to that the preferred direction of
area MT is more tuned toward the correct direction (90◦). The error-histogram
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Figure 3.8: Motion estimation of tiger and ball stimuli. The stimuli are moved in
rightward direction (0◦). The first column of each stimulus contains the input image,
accumulated events eon and eoff , and a sketch of the ground truth optical flow field.
The first rows of the second, third and fourth columns represent the estimated motion
in areas V1, MT and the modulated V1, respectively. The direction selectivity for
these areas are depicted in the polar plot where blue, green and red lines represent the
responses of V1, MT and V1 modulated by MT, respectively. The histogram shows
the angular error between the estimated motion and the ground truth of rightward
motion direction. The abscissa of the histogram represents the binning in the range
of the angular error Φ which are combined into one bar [θ − 7.5◦, θ + 7.5◦), and the
ordinate represents the number of events. The ball image is adopted from [Azimuth,
2016]
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in Figure 3.9 shows that motion ambiguity is reduced in area MT in which the
fourth bin of the error values [45◦, 60◦) is decreased.

Object terminators, e.g. end-bar or corner, contain unambiguous motion
(real motion direction), hence, the motion direction of an object can be en-
hanced with increasing the number of object terminators. In our test scenarios
this has been investigated by recording two other stimuli, namely temp·2 and
temp·3 as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 respectively. In the temp·2 stim-
ulus, the slanted bares (45◦) are moving through rectangular aperture rather
than circular aperture as shown in Fig 3.10. Here, the bars-ends are distributed
along the vertical edges of the rectangular aperture allowing more localized real
motion to be integrated in area MT. The results reveal that in area V1 the
motion was estimated with preferred direction of (135◦) (i.e., the motion was
estimated as orthogonal to the bar contrast (normal flow)) while the preferred
direction of the cells in area MT was shifted to (112◦). The error-histogram
shows that the ambiguous motion information (angular error ≥ 45◦) is reduced
in the responses of area MT compared with the initial estimation of V1 area in
which the fourth bin of the error values [45◦, 60◦) is decreased and sandwiched
in the bins of (< 45◦). According to our results, the responses of area MT
which are influenced by the rectangular aperture are more tuned toward the
real motion comparing with the responses of MT cells in circular aperture.
The rectangular aperture contains larger number of terminators (bar ends)
that align vertically on the longer edges, which in turn leads to integrate more
unambiguous information through large RFs of MT cells. In contrast, the in-
tegration process for unambiguous motion is decreased in the circular aperture
due to the terminators are distributed along circular edge. The results confirm
that the shape of the aperture and the number of terminators play a key rule
in determining the direction of object movement. These findings are consistent
with the previous studies (see e.g., [Wallach, 1976]; [Hildreth and Koch, 1987])
that showed that the direction of the perceived motion is biased towards the
higher number of the terminators.

Figure 3.11 shows an example of 2D structure of corner terminators, temp·3.
This stimulus contains two superimposed gratings where each grating formed
by parallel lines. The stimulus was moved in upward direction which is dif-
ferent from the normal flow of both gratings. Here, the perceived motion is
not ambiguous anymore in which the responses of both areas V1 and MT are
tuned towards the real motion direction (90◦). However, in area V1 ambiguous
motions are estimated along bars contours (45◦) and (135◦) while this ambi-
guity is reduced in area MT. This is due to the existence of the 2D structure
of the corners in which real motion can be estimated. The larger RFs of the
cells in area MT allow to integrate more real motion direction that are gen-
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Figure 3.9: Motion estimation of bars movement through circular aperture, temp·1.
The bars are oriented by (45◦) and moved in upward direction (90◦) through circu-
lar aperture. The V1 cell and one of the MT cells (V1:MT 1:3) are depicted over
the accumulated events as blue circle and green circle, respectively. Motion repre-
sentation in areas V1, MT and the modulated V1 for each stimulus are shown in
the second, third and fourth column respectively. In this stimulus, the real motion
direction (90◦) is estimated at bar endings while the normal flow (135◦) is estimated
along bar contour. The polar plot shows the direction selectivity of V1, MT and
the modulated V1 responses which are depicted by blue, green and red lines, respec-
tively. The histogram shows the angular error between the estimated motion and the
ground truth of upward motion direction. Here, the ambiguous motion information
is reduced in area MT and the modulated V1 in which the angular error between
the ground truth motion (90◦) and the estimated motions is decreased as depicted in
the forth bin [45◦, 60◦). The abscissa of the histogram represents the binning in the
range of the angular error Φ which are combined into one bar [θ − 7.5◦, θ + 7.5◦),
and the ordinate represents the number of events.
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Figure 3.10: Motion estimation of bars movement through rectangular aperture,
temp·2. The bars are oriented by (45◦) and moved in upward direction (90◦) through
rectangular aperture with aspect ratio 5:2. The V1 cell and one of the MT cells
(V1:MT 1:3) are depicted over the accumulated events as blue circle and green cir-
cle, respectively. Motion representation in areas V1, MT and the modulated V1 for
each stimulus are shown in the second, third and fourth column respectively. In this
stimulus, the real motion direction (90◦) is estimated at bar endings which are dis-
tributed along the vertical edges of the rectangular aperture while the normal flow
(135◦) is estimated along bar contour. The polar plot shows the direction selectivity
of V1, MT and the modulated V1 responses which are depicted by blue, green and
red lines, respectively. The histogram shows that the angular error between the es-
timated motion and the ground truth motion (90◦) is reduced in area MT and the
modulated V1 compared with the initial motion estimation of V1 area (as shown in
the fourth bin of error values [45◦, 60◦)). The abscissa of the histogram represents
the binning in the range of the angular error Φ which are combined into one bar
[θ − 7.5◦, θ + 7.5◦), and the ordinate represents the number of events.
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erated at the corners regions. As a consequence, the direction selectivity of
MT cells shrinks toward the real movement as shown in the polar diagram of
the direction selectivity. According to the angular error histograms, values of
the angular errors between the synthetic ground truth of the object movement
and the estimated motion are decreased in area MT comparing with area V1.

In the case of rotational motion, we used smooth-cross and plaid stimuli,
Figure 3.12. These stimuli were rotated counter clockwise, as highlighted in the
top-left of the stimulus images. The smooth-cross stimulus contains four blades
with smoothed gray-level interior. These blades produce changes in intensity
during the rotational motion, rendering the DVS sensor to generate ON/OFF
events on the edges as well as the interior of the blades. The plaid stimulus is
shaped as two sets of black perpendicular bars on white background. The gen-
erated motion components represent a challenge in terms of calculating motion
direction. This is due to each set of bars generates different stream of rotational
component that suffers locally from aperture problem. The input stimulus and
the respective ON/OFF events are presented in the first and second rows of
the first column respectively. In order to calculate the angular error for the
feedforward estimated motion, we used synthetic rotational ground truth that
was built based on continuous flow motion as shown in the third row of the first
column. The results reveal that motion prediction via V1 area is improved in
area MT in which the magnitude of the error-bins (Φ ≥ 45◦) and (Φ ≥ 30◦) are
decreased in the smooth-cross and plaid stimuli, respectively. In the rotational
sweep, the high temporal of input events delivered by the DVS sensor leads
to motion components that can be considered as to mainly represent motion
components tangential to a rotational sweep. However, Cells in area V1 can
only measure the normal flow motion components (movement orthogonal to
the bar contrast). Cells in area MT with larger receptive fields integrate these
components resulting motion representation that are tangential to rotational
sweep. The direction selectivity of the model areas V1 and MT are presented
in the polar diagrams as shown in Figure 3.12. The polar diagram shows the
direction selectivity in area MT is highly tuned toward the correct direction.
According to the error histogram, the error values are reduced in area MT and
accumulated in the error-bins of [0, 30). The reason for the high error value
in rotational motion is that the rotational ground truth was built based on
continuous flow motion, while our model estimates eight directions. Thus the
error value can be decreased by increasing the number of estimated directions
in our model.

Since the rotational motion contains different speeds as a function of the
radius from the center of the motion, we utilized a rotational bar stimulus
to demonstrate the speed selectivity of the MT cells, see Figures 3.13 and
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Figure 3.11: Motion estimation of 2D structure of corner terminators, temp·2. Two
superimposed gratings are moved upward direction through circular aperture. The
image input is shown in the first column of the first row. V1 cell and one of the MT
cells (V1:MT 1:3) are depicted over the accumulated events as blue circle and green
circle, respectively. The upper row shows the estimated motion in areas V1, MT and
the modulated V1. The real motion is estimated at the 2D features (corner regions)
while the normal flow is estimated along bars contours. The small polar plots show
the direction selectivity of selective cells that are located on the bars contours and
corner while the whole direction selectivity of the stimulus are depicted in the large
polar plot. The histogram shows the angular error between the estimated motion and
upward motion ground truth, where the abscissa represents the binning in the range
of the angular error Φ which are combined into one bar [θ − 7.5◦, θ + 7.5◦), and the
ordinate represents the number of events.
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Figure 3.12: Motion estimation for smooth-cross and plaid stimuli. The stimuli are
rotated in a counterclockwise direction. The first column of each stimulus contains
the input image, accumulated events eon and eoff , and the ground truth optical flow
field. The first rows of the second, third and fourth columns represent the estimated
motion in areas V1, MT and the modulated V1, respectively. The polar plot shows
the direction selectivity of V1, MT and the modulated V1 of the bounded region (red
square). The overall errors between the estimated motion and their respective ground
truth are depicted in the histograms where the abscissa represents the binning in the
range of the angular error Φ which are combined into one bar [θ − 7.5◦, θ + 7.5◦),
and the ordinate represents the number of events.
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Figure 3.13: Speed selectivity of MT cells. A black bar (5 × 80 mm) is rotated
counterclockwise on a white background. The first row shows the input stimulus
(left) and the ON/OFF events (right). The second row shows the responses of the
slow, mid and fast selective cells respectively. Here, the average speeds of thee regions
(a, b and c) were calculated. In the slow selective cell, the average speed at region
(a) is 0.7 while the average speeds at (b) and (c) are 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. In
the mid selective cell, the average speed at region (a) is 0.6 while the average speeds
at (b) and (c) are 0.7 and 0.5, respectively. In the fast selective cells, the average
speed at region (a) is 0.3 while the average speeds at (b) and (c) are 0.5 and 0.6,
respectively.
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3.14. Here, three regions are chosen at the bar contour in which the first
region is located closed to the center (a) while the rest are located away from
the center (b and c). The speeds of these points are calculated based on the
length of the flow vectors

√
(ue(x, y, si))2 + (ve(x, y, si))2 at the spatial position

(x, y) and speed channel si. In order to keep a single motion hypothesis, the
estimated results of the optic flow are generated based on a weighted sum of the
fundamental directions θ, which generates a confidence for the motion direction
in each speed channel si which can be described by (ue(x, y, si) ve(x, y, si))

T =∑
θ r

MTnor
x,y,θ,si

· (cos θ , −sin θ)T . The results reveal that the slow sensitive MT
cell is more selective to the speed of region (a) while mid and fast sensitive cells
are selective to the speed at regions (b) and (c), respectively. These results
confirm that cells in area MT can differentiate different speeds of the rotational
motion.

3.5.2.2 Feedback motion representation

In the feedback sweep, cells in area V1 receive feedback signals from the higher
area MT such that the feedforward activities can be modified via the modu-
latory influence of such top-down signals. Here, the feedback signals alone
cannot excite any activation when feedforward signals are absent. In order to
evaluate the impact of the MT feedback signals to enhance the initial estima-
tion of area V1, we used the former stimuli that are used in feedforward motion
representation in which the results of the modulated V1 are illustrated after
12 feedback iterations. In case of translatory motion, Figure 3.8, the motion
estimation of the modulated V1 is shown in the fourth column. The mod-
ulated motion of area V1 in tiger stimulus shows that the re-entered signals
form area MT to V1 cells enhance the initial estimation of area V1 in which
the magnitude of error-bins [30◦, 60◦) is decreased along with increasing the
magnitude of the smaller error-bins as shown in the error-histogram. In the
ball stimulus, MT projection improves the initial prediction of area V1 cells
in which motion ambiguity is reduced and amended to the right direction.
In addition, the magnitude of the angular error-bins [30◦, 60◦) is decreased
in the modulated responses while the magnitude of the first error-bin is in-
creased. This confirm that the top-down feedback projection can enhance the
initial motion representation of area V1 in which uncertain estimated flow is
corrected.

To probe the impact of the MT feedback to reduce the ambiguity (aper-
ture problem) of the initial estimation of area V1, we used the previous stimuli
temp·1, temp·2 and temp·3. In the circular and rectangular apertures, Fig-
ures 3.9 and 3.10, the motion in area V1 is initially estimated orthogonal to
the bar contrast (135◦). This ambiguity is reduced in area MT because cells
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Figure 3.14: Response distribution of the speed selectivity MT cells. The box plots
display the distribution of the responses that are generated by slow, mid and fast
MT cells along three regions of the rotated bar shown in Figure 3.13. (Left image)
response distribution of slow, mid and fast selective cells in region a. (Middle image)
response distribution of slow, mid and fast selective cells in region b. (Right image)
response distribution of slow, mid and fast selective cells in region c.

in this area integrate the V1 activations with larger RFs. As a consequence,
the feedback signal which contains disambiguate contextual information mod-
ulates the local initial responses of V1 cells. The error histograms demonstrate
that the motion ambiguity in the modulated responses of area V1 is enhanced
in which the magnitude of the error-bins in the range of [45,60) is decreased.
On the other hand, the existence of the 2D structure of the corners in the
temp·3, Figure 3.11, reduces the ambiguity of the perceived motion in which
the preferred direction of cells in area MT is more tuned toward the real mo-
tion direction. Thus, the top-down signal from area MT enhances the initial
local estimation of area V1 where the direction selectivity shrink toward the
actual motion (90◦). The error-histograms show an increasing in unambigu-
ous motion estimation where the error of [45◦, 60◦) is reduced and cumulated
within a small range of [0◦, 15◦).

In the rotational motion, Figure 3.12, the results of the smooth-cross and
plaid stimuli show that the feedforward response from the V1 population of
cells is improved by feedback modulator of area MT. The direction selectiv-
ity of the modulated V1 responses is more tuned toward the correct direction
comparing with the initial estimation of area V1. The error-histogram demon-
strates that the error of the modulated V1 is reduced comparing with synthetic
rotational ground truth where the magnitude of the error-bins [0,30) gains more
increment.

In order to demonstrate the reduction in the spread of the population
response that is derived after the modulatory feedback, we used two former
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stimuli, tiger (translatory motions) and smooth-cross (rotational motion). Fig-
ure 3.15 (a and b) shows the box plot of the response distribution for the tiger
and smooth-cross stimuli, respectively. The motion directions in Figure 3.15
are represented in the range of [−180◦, 180◦] in which the left box plot shows
the distribution of the initial motion estimation of area V1 and the right box
plot shows the modulated V1 responses. In our model, the spatiotemporal
filters generate a confidence for the occurrence of motion direction. In order
to keep a single motion hypothesis, we obtained a weighted sum of the fun-
damental directions θ utilizing the estimated confidence value which can be
described by

(
uV 1,V 1mod
x,y vV 1,V 1mod

x,y

)T
=
∑
θ

rV 1nor,V 1mod
x,y,θ · (cos θ , −sin θ)T , (3.13)

where rV 1nor,V 1mod
x,y,θ represents the confidence of the V1 and modulated V1

responses for motion direction θ at spatial position (x,y),
(
uV 1,V 1mod
x,y vV 1,V 1mod

x,y

)T
represent the optic flow of area V1 and the modulated V1. The single mo-
tion hypothesis is finally calculated by ϑV 1,V 1mod

x,y = tan−1vV 1,V 1mod
x,y /uV 1,V 1mod

x,y .
Here, the resulting direction (ϑV 1,V 1mod

x,y ) is used as a data base to generate the
box plot. The results reveal that the spread of the modulated V1 responses
is significantly reduced (paired t-test P < 0.05 and P < 0.001 in the tiger
and smooth-cross, respectively) compared with the initial estimation of the
V1. This confirms that the feedback projection can enhance the initial mo-
tion estimation of area V1 by reducing the spread of the response population
and decreasing the angular error between the estimated motion and the ground
truth. The results of our model are consistent with the findings of the literature
(see e.g., [Desimone and Duncan, 1995]; [Bayerl and Neumann, 2004]; [Tsui
et al., 2010] and [Bouecke et al., 2011]) in which the top-down modulatory sig-
nals emphasize the activities of V1 cells, which in turn, enhance the uncertain
flow estimation.

3.6 Discussion

3.6.1 Summary and main contributions

We have introduced a new model for motion estimation in neural architecture
utilizing the primary stages of the dorsal pathway in the primate visual cortex.
We take into account event-based input that has been generated by a DVS
sensor (see [Delbruck and Lichtsteiner, 2008] for more details of DVS sensors).
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Figure 3.15: The distribution of area V1 responses and the modulated V1 responses.
(a) The box plot of the response distribution in the tiger stimulus. (b) The box plot
of the response distribution in the smooth-cross stimulus. In each image, the left
box shows the distribution of the initial responses of area V1 while the right box
plot shows the distribution of the modulated V1 responses. The motion directions
are represented in the range of [−180◦, 180◦] as depicted in the top-right of each
image. The distribution diagrams show that the spread of the V1 responses is signif-
icantly reduced (paired t-test P < 0.05 and P < 0.001 in the tiger and smooth-cross,
respectively) after the modulatory feedback.
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The model is inspired by the hierarchical structure of the visual system in which
two cortical areas for motion perception were considered, namely the response
properties of V1 and MT. These areas interact via feedforward and feedback
connections in which each area builds up different feature selectivities. Areas
V1 and MT were modeled using properties of direction-selective and velocity-
selective cells, respectively. Here, the spatio-temporal filters are modeled to
be compatible with the AER principle. The filters are inspired by the work
of [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] in which the authors proposed biphasic temporal
filters that can be decomposed into a convolution of a first order derivative
kernel with a temporal smoothing filter. Given that the response of the DVS
sensor is based on changes in the luminance of the scene, it generates an output
response which related to a first order temporal derivative of the luminance
input signal.

This work contributes to the state of the art in four main ways. First, by
adapting the spatio-temporal filters of the type suggested by findings of [Adel-
son and Bergen, 1985]. Here, we employ smoothing filters that are generated
from the integral operation of the temporal gamma function (see Equation
2.10). To simplify the mathematical description of temporal filters in Equa-
tion (2.10), we suggested to combine two Gaussian functions to closely resemble
the shape of the Adelson-Bergen temporal filters. Second, by proposing a new
mechanism to simulate the functionality of the cortical area MT in which the
responses of the area V1 are weighted and integrated in such a way to enable
the model to detect different speeds as well as directions. This is accomplished
by using MT cells with circular and elongated RFs. The elongated RFs are
oriented in a space-time domain with different angles to encode the speed of
the input stimulation in which high oriented angles represent high-speed de-
tectors, while small oriented angles represent slow-speed detectors. Third,
by mapping the properties of the feature selectivity in areas V1 and MT for
feedback processing. Here, we integrated the responses over different speeds
along a particular preferred direction. Such mapping allows top-down feed-
back signals from area MT to match feature property of area V1. Fourth, by
incorporating the response normalization in our model to achieve balance ac-
tivities of individual neurons in areas V1 and MT, in which this normalization
is carried out in spatial as well as feature domains.

As pointed out below (Section Feedforward and feedback interaction) we
incorporate mechanisms of modulating feedback which enhances driving feed-
forward activations. In a nutshell, the architecture enhances signals which
match along the feedforward and the feedback pathways while those feedfor-
ward signals that do not cohere with top-down predictions are reduced. In
order to augment the modulatory feedback mechanisms with a mechanism to
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reduce and even extinguish activations, a context sensitive down-modulating
mechanism needs to be employed. The proposed normalization stage that op-
erates upon a pool of cells in the surrounding neighborhood of spatial and
feature selectivity serves a mechanism to reduce the overall activation. The
normalization tends to conserve the overall signal energy in the pool of cells
which competitively interact. The prior enhancement of selected cells in turn
reduces the activity of those cells that have not received any feedback.

3.6.2 Feedforward and feedback interaction

The feedforward and feedback hierarchical model in this work considers two
main areas of the visual system, V1 and MT. The structural model of each of
such visual areas is defined by three stages: (i) a stage of initial input filter-
ing, (ii) a stage of activity modulation of the filtering responses via top-down
feedback signals, and (iii) a stage of activity normalization in the spatial and
feature domains to achieve balanced activations of a target cell against a pool
of neighboring cells. The structural model proposed here can be transcribed
to the cortical areas architecture that are suggested in [Self et al., 2012]. Each
of such areas has a specific filtering stage model to generate the driving feed-
forward signal with particular features. Feedforward signals propagated from
area V1 drives the direction feature while the feedforward signal of area MT
drives the velocity feature (direction and speed). This framework of feature
selectivity of areas V1 and MT is consistent with experimental findings [La-
gae et al., 1993, Simoncelli and Heeger, 1998, Perrone and Thiele, 2001]. The
activations of each area are normalized using a divisive mechanism suggested
in [Carandini and Heeger, 1994]; [Carandini et al., 1999]; [Kouh and Poggio,
2008]. Here, the same principle is utilized in which the normalization opera-
tion uses contextual information from a local neighborhood that is defined in
space as well as feature domain.

Higher-level areas in the visual cortex send feedback signals that are re-
entered to the earlier areas in the visual hierarchy [Grossberg, 1980]; [Edelman,
1993]. Different hypotheses for cortical feedback have been discussed in the
literature in which two major hypotheses have received different support from
the experimental evidence [Markov et al., 2014]. These hypotheses are defined
as modulatory (biased competition) and predictive coding feedback. In a nut-
shell, modulatory feedback suggests that signals in the feedforward stream are
enhanced by feedback projection. This feedback projection driven gain control
mechanism to bias subsequent competition between neurons which leads to en-
hance responses patterns [Girard and Bullier, 1989]; [Desimone, 1998]; [Roelf-
sema et al., 2002]; [Reynolds and Heeger, 2009]. While predictive coding aims
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to reduce the residual error between the feedforward signals and feedback pro-
jection in order to approach sensory prediction that generated via higher level
of processing [Ullman, 1995]; [Rao and Ballard, 1999]; [Bastos et al., 2012].
Further evidence shows that feedback processing tends to act as a modulator
that amplifies the neuronal spiking signals at the level of cortical pyramidal
cells [Larkum, 2013]. In our model, we adopted the concept of modulatory
feedback (biased competition). Here, the responses from lower level cortical
area V1 are modulated via feedback projection of the higher area MT. Feed-
back modulation process is thereby carried out in such a way that feedback
signals could not provoke any activity in the absence of the feedforward signals.

Although, the neuroscientists’ studies confirm the impact of feedback pro-
cessing stream among cortical visual areas, the precise function of feedback
role is still not fully uncovered. A fundamental question here is how MT cell
responses project activations along their feedback stream to area V1, since
cells in area V1 are selective for direction while cells in area MT are selective
for both speed and direction? This question directly addresses the suggestion
made by [Edelman, 1993] that maps in different (cortical) area re-enter their
signal. We proposed integrating the responses over different speeds along a
particular preferred direction. As far as we know, this is the first event-based
mechanism to address feedforward and feedback interactions between two ar-
eas that have different feature selectivity. In addition, response normalization
for areas V1 and MT was embedded to obtain balanced activities in both areas.
Here, we implemented the normalization at equilibrium state. The activities of
the cells were normalized in the spatial domain through a distance weighting
dependency filter (fall-off function), where the size of the filter is larger than
the size of the cell RFs. In addition, we regulated the responses over feature
space by calculating the average activity over all directions.

3.6.3 Relation to previous models of motion estimation

Motion estimation is an interesting topic that is investigated intensively using
conventional frame-based cameras (see, e.g., [Adelson and Bergen, 1985]; [Lu-
cas and Kanade, 1981]; [Horn and Schunck, 1981]; [Fleet and Jepson, 1990];
[Brox et al., 2004]; [Drulea and Nedevschi, 2013]). Relatively few studies have
been reported how to transcribe the functionality of such classical approaches
to be consistent with neuromorphic vision sensors (see [Lichtsteiner et al.,
2008] for more details about neuromorphic vision sensors). In [Benosman
et al., 2012] the authors used a least squares error minimization technique in-
troduced in [Lucas and Kanade, 1981] to estimate the motion using an DVS
sensor. Due to DVS sensor generates a stream of events (ON or OFF) and
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does not provide gray levels, thus, the authors have been suggested to use
pixel activities by integrating events within a short temporal window. Benos-
man and co-authors showed beneficial results for motion estimation, however,
their numerical approximation of the local gradients of the luminance function
from event-sequences has its limitations and may lead to inconclusive results
(see [Brosch et al., 2015]; [Tschechne et al., 2014a]).

In [Tschechne et al., 2014b], the authors introduced an algorithm for mo-
tion estimation using a DVS sensor in which spatiotemporal filters of the type
suggested by findings of [De Valois et al., 2000] were utilized to estimate a
local motion for each generating event in the scene. The authors implemented
the spatiotemporal filters using a spatial buffer in which the timestamp of
each event is stored. Recently, Tschechne and co-authors extend their work
in [Tschechne et al., 2014a] by introducing a framework of a hierarchical archi-
tecture of multi-stage motion detection and integration in which V1 responses
are integrated in area MT over a larger neighborhood using circular RFs.
Here, the authors have focused on motion direction selectivity in area MT.
The implications of event-based sensing in the context of visual motion have
been investigated by [Brosch et al., 2015]. Brosch and co-authors discussed
different principal approaches for optical flow detection. They showed that
gradient-based methods for local motion detection in principle suffer from the
sparse encoding in address-event representations (AER) because they are rare
with respect to a local weighted integration during filtering. The authors fur-
ther investigated approaches to exploit the local plane-like structure of the
event cloud and how local filtering can be properly defined.

The weighted intersection mechanism (WIM) sensor has been proposed
by [Perrone and Krauzlis, 2002] and developed in [Perrone, 2004]. Here, a
motion sensor built up in stages from two spatiotemporal filters with properties
based on V1 neurons. The sensor mechanism incorporates two V1-like units
based on spatio-temporal energy filters. The first unit has sustained low-pass
temporal frequency tuning (referred to non-directional type) , whereas the
second unit has transient band-pass temporal tuning (referred to directional
type). This mechanism enables two filters with broad temporal tuning (one
low-pass and the other band-pass) to be converted into a filter with tight
temporal frequency tuning and an orientation that maps onto the oriented
spectra generated by moving edges. Perrone and co-authors showed that the
speed tuning property of such a WIM filter is comparable to that found in
many MT neurons.

Feedback processing tends to act as a modulator input from higher areas
that mediate top-down contextual effects [Friston and Büchel, 2000]. Such
processing has been demonstrated to enhance the gain of neural representa-
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tions during different processing phase in several tasks such as texture seg-
regation (figure-ground segregation) [Poort et al., 2012] as well as increasing
the visual awareness [Mumford, 1991]. The feedback modulation hypothesis,
No-Strong-Loops, implements a distinct driving and modulating inputs prin-
ciple (see [Crick and Koch, 1998]). The driving input can strongly activate the
neurons that are concerned with sensory input processing, or filtering. The
modulatory inputs, on the other hand, cannot generate any activity by them-
selves but can modify the driving input of a target neuron utilizing contextual
information provided by higher-level representation. The modulatory feedback
is considered as a common principle that has been observed in many studies.
In [Bayerl and Neumann, 2004]; [Bouecke et al., 2011] a model of motion pro-
cessing in areas V1 and MT has been proposed in which driving feedforward
and modulating feedback signals interaction are considered for the purpose
of motion detection and integration. In the model, the localized motion re-
sponse in area V1 was integrated in area MT via feedforward processing stream
while in feedback processing the initial estimation of area V1 was modified via
feedback projection from area MT. The authors showed that top-down modu-
latory signals emphasize the activities of V1 cells, which in turn, enhance the
uncertain flow estimation and improve the visual motion segregation. In [Lay-
her et al., 2014b], the authors presented a hierarchical architecture of cortical
feedforward and feedback computation where they proposed how a top-down
feedback-modulatory learning mechanism can increase the gain of the feed-
forward driving inputs. This results in network feature representations that
automatically adjust the connection weights utilizing unsupervised learning.
As a result the top-down predictions are improved for the input pattern.

The motion boundary contour system (or Motion BCS) model have been
introduced in [Chey et al., 1997] and [Chey et al., 1998]. The authors suggested
a neural model for the purpose of motion detection and integration. The in-
put of the model taken to be the outputs of FACADE mechanisms (Form And
Color and DEpth processing) which is firstly described by [Grossberg, 1994].
This model has been extended by [Grossberg et al., 2001] where several pro-
cessing stages with a feedback interaction between MT and MST stages are
presented. Grossberg and co-authors showed how the aperture problem can
be solved based on 2D feature signals. This has been accomplished by com-
puted unambiguous motion from feature tracking points which are amplified
before they propagate across position and are integrated with ambiguous mo-
tion signals within bar interiors. Grossberg and co-authors demonstrated how
the feedback signals from model MST to MT cells which encode the winning
direction boost directionally consistent cell activities and suppress inconsistent
activities over the spatial region to which they project. A model of recurrent
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motion processing between areas V1 and MT has been suggested by [Bayerl
and Neumann, 2004], where the authors suggested a model of V1-MT feed-
forward and feedback processing in which the model of each area consists of
three steps, namely feedback modulation, feedforward integration, and lateral
inhibition. The initial motion detectors in area V1 consists of a set modified
elaborated Reichardt detector. In feedforward processing the localized motion
representation in area V1 were integrated via model area MT using larger re-
ceptive fields (V1:MT, 1:5). In the feedback processing the initial estimation of
area V1 were modified via the feedback projection from area MT. The authors
showed how ambiguities of detected visual motion can be solved by combining
mechanisms of local lateral interaction with modulatory feedback.

In [Bouecke et al., 2011], a model of motion processing in areas V1 and
MT has been proposed in which driving feedforward and modulating feedback
signals interaction are considered. Here, the localized motion response in area
V1 were integrated in area MT via feedforward processing signals while in
the feedback processing signals the initial estimation of area V1 were modified
via the feedback projection from area MT. The authors showed that top-down
modulatory signals emphasize the activities of V1 cells, which in turn, enhance
the uncertain flow estimation and improve the visual motion segregation.

Our model differs from these other approaches in the initial method of mo-
tion detection. Here, we adopted the bio-inspired model suggested in [Adelson
and Bergen, 1985] and adapted the filtering principle to make the approach
consistent with the functionality of DVS sensors. The event-based technology
of visual sensors provides our model with a high temporal resolution (1 µs).
In addition, the redundant information captured by conventional frame-based
camera is reduced. The architecture of the proposed model takes into accounts
feedforward and feedback interactions in which area V1 are modeled as direc-
tion selective cells while area MT modeled as velocity (speed and direction)
selective cells. Here, V1 responses are integrated via elongated RFs that are
tilted in space-time domain. This kind of integration increases the cells sen-
sitivity to detect different speeds, fast, mid and slow. Our model take into
accounts feedback processing and focuses on how context information from
higher-level area can re-enter into lower-level area in which both areas have
different feature selectivity. This has been done by integrating the responses
of MT cells over different speeds to match the properties of both areas, V1
and MT.
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3.6.4 Model evaluation and future work

To verify the speed sensitivity of the proposed elongated RFs, a translating
bar with different speeds (slow 7 cm/sec, medium 17 cm/sec and fast 23
cm/sec) was used. The results demonstrate the correct speed sensitivity of the
suggested cells. Our model was tested using different kinds of stimuli moving
in different directions. In feedforward processing, the results show that V1
population responses are selective to broad directions. These responses are
enhanced in area MT in which the responses are highly tuned to the correct
directions. This outcome is consistent with the functionality of MT cells which
increases the direction selectivity (see e.g., [Churchland et al., 2005]). Feedback
modulation processing, on the other hand, improves the direction selectivity
of the initial motion estimation via area V1. However, the aperture problem
has not been completely solved. Further work is needed to resolve this issue.

We demonstrated the angular error for the bottom-up and top-down pre-
dictions using a histogram, where the error was calculated by comparing the
estimated flow with synthetic ground truth. The stimuli results show an im-
provement in the flow estimation in area MT and modulated V1, compared
with the initial motion estimation in area V1.

Our model can be extended by adding other functions of the cortical areas
such as medial superior temporal (MST). This will bolster the models ability
to process more complex motions in which the cells in this area have larger
RFs than area MT and can respond to complex patterns of visual motions.
In addition, the projection feedback from this area to MT will enhance the
response activities of MT cells. On the other hand, the model can be developed
by carrying out the normalization process in the temporal domain. This can
be accomplished by pooling the activities of the V1 and MT in the temporal
domain using Gaussian weighting function. The normalization process in the
temporal domain balance the activations of the individual cells against the
pool of activation over time axis.

The architecture of our model can be used as a basic adaptive scheme for
motion estimation based on sparse event-based input. It is thus conceivable
that other researchers interested in biologically inspired technology based on
address event representation may start from this point in order to further de-
velop mechanisms in this framework. In Chapter 4, we introduce the usability
of the neural mechanisms defined here for classification purposes. We con-
sidered articulated motions for this purpose in which biological motions are
selected as a case study.
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Chapter 4

Articulated motion recognition

4.1 Introduction

Despite several decades of research, articulated motion recognition is still a
challenging task in computer vision. Such motion can be generated from the
human body, many enamels and the movement of machinery. Motion recog-
nition is closely related to several application domains such as human action
recognition, surveillance and object tracking and obstacle detection. Here, we
consider human action recognition by focusing on the movement of human
limbs and the body.

Establishing an automatic visual recognition system for biological motion
requires many assumptions and constraints. Various factors can affect the
action recognition. In human action recognition, different features can be
generated when the same action is performed from different view points. In
addition anthropometry, human complexion and clothes have an impact on
appearance and consequently on the action recognition. The camera sensing
specifications are also relevant, such as sampling rate and image resolution.

Conventional frame-based cameras have been used for many years for bi-
ological motion acquisition. This kind of camera captures action scenes as a
series of full frames which most likely contain non-contextual information of ob-
ject motion. As a consequence, these frames require substantial preprocessing
in order to extract the motion features of an action. In contrast, event-based
cameras generate spikes in response to luminance changes in the scene, where
the DVS sensors simulate the transmission of biological retinal responses. In
this chapter, we investigate how the feedforward and feedback model, defined
in Chapters 2 and 3, can be utilized as a platform for human action recognition
tasks using event-based sensing.

.
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4.2 Human action recognition

Human action recognition can be defined as a classification process that deals
with understanding human activity. This activity is recognized through the
analysis of temporal visual data. Over time, our understanding of human
action-perception has advanced significantly, where the perception of an ac-
tion depends on multiple sources of information including sensory, motor, and
affective processes [Blake and Shiffrar, 2007].

Action recognition has been addressed in neuroscience and psychophysics
showing that human activity does not necessarily need the moving scene of
a full actor. A notable study of [Johansson, 1973] showed that human activ-
ity could be recognized through point-light stimuli which correspond to human
joint positions. Point-light stimuli of biological motion have been used in many
psychophysics studies to gain a better understanding of the underlying mecha-
nism of the perception of human action recognition (such studies are addressed
in Section 4.2.1). However, neural mechanisms of biological motion recognition
have in fact been discussed extensively in the literature. The contribution of
the form pathway or motion pathway in the perception of human action recog-
nition remains unclear. Some studies (see for e.g., [Beintema and Lappe, 2002])
have shown that biological motion can be defined using form information of the
human body. On the other hand, [Casile and Giese, 2005] showed that motion
information has a significant impact on the perception of biological motions.
Other evidence (e.g., [Hirai and Hiraki, 2006]) has confirmed that the motion
pathway of the visual system plays a key role in biological motion recognition,
though other brain areas of the form pathway and feedback processing are also
involved in the perception of human action. Neuroscientists have investigated
the neural mechanism of the brain architecture via fMRI (see [Michels et al.,
2005]) and confirmed that both pathways, form and motion, are involved in
the analysis of the biological motion.

Bio-inspired models for biological motion recognition are still a challenge
in neurosciences. Here, the main question is how can action scenarios be trans-
formed into essential traits for action recognition based on a bio-inspired vision
model? The aim of our work is to describe biological motion via informative
features that can be used to identify actions. These features rely on the motion
energy of the body and limbs.

4.2.1 Previous work

Motion processing is a significant feature in human action recognition and
has been widely investigated in neuroscience studies. A considerable amount
of literature has been published on the visual motion processing. The ar-
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ticles related to our work have been reviewed in this section. The studies
by [Johansson, 1973] and [Juhansson, 1976] have contributed significantly to
biological motion discrimination based on visual system findings. The authors
found that human visual perception can recognize biological motion through
moving point-light stimuli placed at the joints of the human body. Several at-
tempts have been made to extend the representation of the point-light stimuli
to identify individual people or to distinguish gender (see, e.g., [Cutting and
kozolowski, 1977], [Torje, 2002] and [Pinto and Shiffar, 1999]).

Various mechanisms have been developed to identify the characteristics
of biological motion. In [Bobick and Davis, 2001], the authors considered
two components of temporal templates, motion-energy images (MEIs) and
motion-history images (MHIs), to describe where and how motion takes place.
In [Jhuang et al., 2007], the authors presented a hierarchical feedforward model
based on invariant space-time feature detectors, using the max-operator. [Yil-
maz and Shah, 2008] used the spatio-temporal space to describe an action
as a 3D volume through stacking a sequence of tracked 2D object contours.
Object motion representation based on local-space-time descriptors is consid-
ered in [Laptev, 2005]. Laptev described interest points in spatio-temporal
scale-space, where these points are characterized by a high variation in image
values in space and non-constant motion over time. This study was extended
in [Laptev et al., 2007] where the authors investigated event detection under
Galilean transformations arising from the relative motions of the camera.

Several models have been developed to simulate the functionality of hu-
man visual system, where some authors focus on form analysis in addition
to motion analysis such as [Beintema and Lappe, 2002]; [Niebles and Fei-Fei,
2007]and [Laptev et al., 2007]. The authors showed the prominence of the form
features needed to improve biological motion recognition. In keeping with the
importance of the information regarding the form pathway, [Schindler et al.,
2008] constructed motion recognition of the language of the human body based
on form-perception by considering body poses. In addition, [Casile and Giese,
2003], [Casile and Giese, 2005] and [Giese and Poggio, 2003] demonstrated
the dominance of motion information in biological movement recognition and
demonstrated that the form pathway is not excited by point-light-walker stim-
uli. Interestingly, neurophysiological studies through functional MRI have
shown the biological motion excited both the form and motion pathways of the
brain (see, e.g. [Vaina et al., 2001], [Michels et al., 2005]. Recently, [Escobar
and Kornprobst, 2012] presented a biological motion recognition model via
the motion pathway. The authors demonstrated how the MT center-surround
interaction is a major advantage for action recognition. [Layher et al., 2014a]
introduced a neural model for biological motion recognition consisting of two
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separate visual pathways for segregated form and motion processing as inspired
by [Giese and Poggio, 2003]. Layher and co-authors extended the model by
combining it with hierarchical feedforward and feedback mechanisms along
motion and form pathways.

Our approach contributes to bio-inspired models for action recognition us-
ing event-based sensing by extracting features of an action through spatial
regions of interest over human limbs and the body. These features are derived
from the motion pathway in which two main areas (V1 and MT) for motion
estimation are used.

4.3 Our model for action recognition

This section describes the architecture of the biological motion recognition of
our model. The biological motion is estimated using the neuronal mechanism
of the feedforward and feedback scheme which is defined in Chapters 2 and 3.
The architecture of the motion estimation model consists of three processing
stages that roughly correspond to model areas of the visual cortex. The first
stage represents the visual input data in which event-based sensing is used
for data acquisition. The second stage defines the model mechanism of area
V1 in which spatiotemporal filters are used to locally detect the direction of
motion. In the third stage, the responses of area V1 are weighted and pooled
by cells of the model area MT which are selective to different velocities. The
second and third stages of the model hierarchy are connected bidirectionally
representing the feedforward and feedback stream of signal propagation in
the visual cortex. We have already explained in Chapter 3 how these two
stages can be communicated even though different features derive from both
stages. In this section, the output of our model in response to a biological
motion are interpreted into traits that are later used as a feature map for
action classification. The following subsections introduce the layout of the
classification mechanism.

4.3.1 Feature vector

In the previous section, we briefly described the main stages of our proposed
model which is inspired by the findings of neuroscientists. The question thus
arises: how to define essential features that can identify a human activity?
We suggest using the output of the third stage (area MT) to extract a feature
vector of human movements. The contextual information of the feature vector
is derived based on events cloud of the input stimulus. These features are
then fed into a supervised classifier, as presented in Section 4.3.3 for action
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Focus on human movement. (a) jumping-jack action. (b) bending action.
The white frame represents the boundary window of human activity. The red points
represent the ON events while the blue points represent the OFF events

recognition. Our mechanism for feature extraction roughly follows the con-
cept suggested by [Escobar and Kornprobst, 2012]. In the following steps, we
introduce the description of our mechanism for feature extraction:

• Focus on action

In visual perception, follow-up human movement and focus on actions
are necessary for action recognition (see [Orban de Xivry et al., 2010]).
To focus on biological motion, an attentional mechanism is required to
select part of the visual scene and hence handle a specific portion of
the sensory information. We use a boundary window, which is located
in the center of the human movement, to focus on an action in the
visual scene. The bounded area of the visual scene is analyzed to extract
the features vectors of the biological motion input. The 2D size of the
boundary window is defined by (M × N). Figure 4.1 shows two examples
of the boundary windows located on the sparse events representation of
jumping-jack and bending actions.

• Motion dynamics via a spatial sampling detector

The motion dynamics of the human body and limbs can help in esti-
mating motion behavior and action. In [Datta et al., 2011], the authors
estimated the body motion based on an articulated constraint plain. On
the other hand, [Bauckhage et al., 2009] estimated normal and abnor-
mal gait patterns via the shape of the human motion using a bounding
box splitting lattice. [Gorelick and Blank, 2007] demonstrated the action
dynamics based on space-time shapes in the space-time volume which
contain spatial information (the posture of a human figure at any time),
as well as dynamic information (global body motion and motion of the
limbs relative to the body).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Motion dynamics detection of human activity. (a) jumping-jack action.
(b) bending action. The white frame represents the boundary window of human
activity. The light-blue circles represent the sampling regions that are located over
the visual view of human movement.

In our work, the motion dynamics of an action are identified through a
number of spatial sampling regions. We sampled the spatial motion of
the human body and limbs via a (Mc ×Nc) grid of coarse sample parts
with an offset. Here, the spatial sampling regions are designed as circular
masks and placed on the window. Figure 4.2 shows two examples of the
ON/OFF events for jumping-jack and bending actions highlighting the
organization of masks over the human body and limbs. The biological
motion is described through the variation magnitude of the motion within
each mask. The upper and lower masks can detect the motion of limbs
(arms and legs) while the overall motion of the body can be detected
by the median columns of masks. The overlapping areas of the masks
maintain the sampling theorem and no spatial information is lost.

In our mechanism, the feature vector is defined byHav whose components
are the average activity within each area (Ac) of the sampled regions. The
average activity is calculated for each motion direction (θ). The feature
vector Hav thus can be defined by

∀rMT
θ,si,x,y

∈ Ack ;Hav
θ,si,ck

=
1

pn

pn∑
j=1

rMT
j,θ,si,x,y

, (4.1)

where rMT
θ,si,x,y

denotes the responses of area MT which are derived from
different directions θ and speeds (si = {slow,mid, fast}), pn defines the
number of the activated cells within a specific sampled region (ck) in
which k = {1 . . .Mc ×Nc}.
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4.3.2 Experimental protocol

In order to evaluate the performance of our mechanism, we used a data-set
recorded by our vision group at the Institute of Neural Information Processing-
Ulm University. This data set contains several biological motions, or actions
where 11 different samples of different human subjects performing seven ac-
tions are selected. These actions are: walking on the spot (walk), running
on the spot (run), waving one hand (wave1 ), picking up an object from the
ground (pickup), bending (bend), upper body pushing exercise (pushups), and
jumping-jack (jack). These actions were recorded using the neuromorphic vi-
sion sensor (DVS128-iniLabs). The vision sensor was mounted on a tripod and
centered on the motion view, Figure 4.3 shows the sparse events representation
of the seven selected biological motions.

These actions were selected to represent different human activities that
permeate our daily lives. The selected actions contain different motion veloc-
ities (directions and speeds) of the human body and limbs. The actions were
recorded in indoor environments using an artificial ambient light. Both males
and females perform these types of actions and scenarios. The participants
wore different apparel with different colors. This enabled us to evaluate the
robustness of our model for motion detection and classification. We applied
our classification mechanism for all these actions some of whose motion infor-
mation was used for training, while the rest was kept out for testing. In the
following section, we introduce the details of our classification mechanism.

4.3.3 Supervised learning of classifier

In the previous section, we introduced a description of the model mechanisms
for feature extraction. As already mentioned, the feature vectors are extracted
through spatial sampling of the human body and limb motions. The spatial
sampling are located on a bounded area of the visual scene. We considered the
common strategy of supervised classification in which some of the inputs were
used as a training class (also known as a training set). On the other hand,
the remaining inputs were used for testing operations (known as the test set)
where an input of the test set was analyzed to extract the corresponding feature
vector which was then classified to the closed class.

Support vector machines (SVMs) are one of the most widely used classi-
fiers for object recognition (see e.g. [Linde and Lindeberg, 2004,Nilsback and
Caputo, 2004]; [Wallraven et al., 2003]; [Wolf and Shashua, 2003]) and are also
an effective classifier for human actions [Laptev et al., 2007]; [Jhuang et al.,
2007]; [Yeffet and Wolf, 2009]; [Wang et al., 2010]. In our work, an all pairs
SVM strategy was used for action classification. This strategy (also known
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ON - event

OFF - event

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

Figure 4.3: biological motions. (a) Walking in spot. (b) Running in spot. (c) Waving
one hand. (d) Picking up an object from the ground. (e) Bending. (f) upper body
pushing exercise. (g) jumping-jack. The left image of each action represents the
frame based image while the right side shows the ON/OFF events in response to the
human motions.
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as pairwise coupling, one against one, or round robin) consists in constructing
one SVM for each pair of classes [Milgram et al., 2006]. Hence, a classification
operation for n classes requires to train (n(n-1)/2) SVM in order to recognize
the patterns of one class from the other class patterns. Each SVM votes for
one class, and as a consequence, recognition of unknown samples is achieved
according to the maximum voting class.

We used a leave-one-out-procedure to evaluate the performance of the clas-
sification algorithm, in which one sample is excluded from the data set and
the remaining samples are used to drive the recognition functions. This is
systematically repeated such that each sample is used for testing once. In our
evaluation process, the recognition performance was estimated over all possi-
ble combinations of training sets, i.e., 11 trials. As each subject has particular
features, we removed the test subject from the whole actions by which no indi-
cation of subject features in the training sets can exist, which leads to a reliable
conclusion about the performance. In the following section we introduce the
results of our classification algorithm.

4.3.4 Experimental setup and results

In our classification algorithm, the biological motions are bounded by a window
of (90×90 ) pixels. This window allows us to focus on the spatial motion of the
human body and limbs in the visual scene. As already mentioned, the motion
dynamics of the body and limbs are detected via spatial sampling regions. The
radius of the sampling region (mask) is set to 17 pixels with an overlapping of
13 pixels. As a consequence, the number of located masks on the window is
(Mc×Nc) = (4×4) pixels. Since our model for motion estimation drives three
speeds and eight directions, the length of the feature vector can be defined
by 16 sampling regions × eight (directions) × three (speeds)=384 numerical
features.

Our classification mechanism uses the cloud of events generated from the
bio-inspired model for the motions defined in Section 4.3.2. The feature vectors
are extracted within three different temporal windows: 0.10s, 0.15s and 0.20s.
Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the confusion matrices of action classification
results along 0.10s, 0.15s and 0.20s, respectively. The diagonal boxes of the
confusion matrices contain the percentage of correct recognition, while the
non-diagonal boxes refer to misclassified results.

The results reveal that the recognition performance is improved when the
feature vectors are extracted from a longer temporal window. In other words,
the recognition rate based on the feature vector which is extracted along the
shortest temporal window (0.10s) leads to more misclassifications than the
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Figure 4.4: Confusion matrix based on feature extraction with temporal integration
over 0.10s. The recognition performance is obtained using SVM classifier in which
Leave-one-out-procedure is conducted. Diagonal elements of the matrix show the
number of correct predictions, while off-diagonal elements show incorrect predictions.
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Figure 4.5: Confusion matrix based on feature extraction with temporal integration
over 0.15s. The recognition performance is obtained using SVM classifier in which
Leave-one-out-procedure is conducted. Diagonal elements of the matrix show the
number of correct predictions, while off-diagonal elements show incorrect predictions.
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Figure 4.6: Confusion matrix based on feature extraction with temporal integration
over 0.20s. The recognition performance is obtained using SVM classifier in which
Leave-one-out-procedure is conducted. Diagonal elements of the matrix show the
number of correct predictions, while off-diagonal elements show incorrect predictions.

other durations. Figure 4.4 shows one of the walk-class subject classified as a
bend-class subject. Moreover, a misclassification occurred between the walk-
class and run-class, as well as between the pickup-class and jack-class. This
indicates that the feature vector extracted along the 0.10s temporal window is
not entirely sufficient to describe the actions. Interestingly, when we used the
temporal window of 0.10s, one of the run-class subjects was classified as walk-
class. By increasing the time duration of temporal window to 0.15s, the same
subject was classified as jack-class (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The misclassified
results are reduced using the temporal window of 0.20s in which most of the
actions are correctly classified except two subjects in the run-class that are
classified as walker (see Figure 4.6). This misclassification remains despite of
increasing the temporal window (> 20s) for feature extraction. This is due to
the similarity in the performance of the two actions (walking on the spot and
running on the spot) and thus rendering the two subjects perform the running
on the spot action close to walking on the spot action.

The results highlight the richness of the extracted features from our model,
in which the rates of recognition along the three temporal windows 0.10s,
0.15s and 0.20s are 92.08%, 96.1% and 97.4%, respectively. These results
are consistent with the findings of [Schindler et al., 2008] who showed that
biological motion can be recognized within a short duration.

In order to show how the test set has an impact on action recognition, we
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Figure 4.7: The error recognition rate of the test set. The abscissa of the histogram
represents the test set in which each subject has an identification number (1 . . . 11).
The ordinate of the histogram denotes the error recognition rate of each subject
along the whole actions. The test subjects (6, 10, 11) generate an error rate of (2%)
which is derived from one misclassification over 49 trails, while 0% error values were
generated during the rest of the test set. This indicates that action recognition using
a random test subject drives inconclusive decision for recognition performance.
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calculated the error rate of recognition results derived from each test subject.
Figure 4.7 demonstrates the histogram of the error recognition rate. The
abscissa of the histogram represents the test subjects, which are identified by
a specific number (1 . . . 11). The ordinate of the histogram represents the error
rate of the recognition, which is calculated by (error=no. misclassification/no.
trails). The result reveals that the test subjects (6, 10, 11) generate an error
rate of (2%) which is derived from one misclassification over 49 trails, while
0% error values were generated during the rest of the test set. This highlights
that action recognition based on random test subjects is not sufficient to give
a thorough conclusion of recognition performance. Our performance of action
recognition was thus calculated based on all the possible combinations of test
subjects.

4.3.5 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter we have demonstrated the usability of the neural mechanisms
defined in Chapters 2 and 3 for classification purposes. The articulated motions
are considered for this purpose in which the biological motions are selected as a
case study. Action recognition based on a conventional frame-based camera has
been taken for granted for many years (e.g., [Bobick and Davis, 2001]; [Efros
et al., 2003]; [Escobar and Kornprobst, 2012]) in which an enormous amount of
redundant information needs to be processed. Instead, the neuromorphic vision
sensor simulates the main processing of the mammalian retina and generates
spike-trains of ON/OFF events in response to luminance changes in the visual
scene. Our model exploits address-events representation using the DVS128
sensor for data acquisition (see Section 2.5.1). Thus, the spike event input
representation introduced therein is generated by recording different human
motions using a DVS128 sensor.

The biological motions are characterized as complex motions containing
different velocities (directions and speeds) which are generated from the body
and limb motions. To extract an essential feature that identifies the human
activity, we roughly followed the feature extraction concept suggested by [Es-
cobar and Kornprobst, 2012]. We investigated the richness of the extracted
features for action recognition based on our bio-inspired model. The feature
vector was derived from the responses of the third stage of our model (area
MT) considering direction and speed.

To focus on the human motions in the visual scene, we set a boundary win-
dow that surrounds the human movements. As a consequence, only a bounded
area of the visual scene is processed. The motion dynamics were detected via
spatial sampling regions (4 × 4) which were placed over the window. We
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calculated the average activities that were generated from each mask. These
activities were used as a feature vector that describes the corresponding action.

Various aspects have an effect on the performance of the action recognition.
The classifier technique has an impact on the recognition rate by attributing
the unknown pattern to the right class and minimizing the rate of misclas-
sification. Our algorithm uses nonlinear SVM, which is widely used in the
literature and has also shown a reliable classification among different objects
(see for e.g., [Jhuang et al., 2007]). On the other hand, the length of the
temporal window has an effect on the recognition rate. A very short temporal
window (0.10s) leads to misclassifications in the action recognition because this
length is not sufficient to capture enough contextual information. On the other
hand, by increasing the temporal window to (0.15s and 0.20s), the mechanism
can capture more contextual information, and thus the action misclassification
rate is decreased.

The training set plays a critical rule in the performance of the classifica-
tion. Several studies have used a fix training set to evaluate their classification
performance (see [Wang et al., 2010,Le et al., 2011]). However we believe that
a single training set is not sufficient to give a precise evaluation of the classi-
fication algorithm (see [Escobar and Kornprobst, 2012]). This was verified in
our algorithm and the histogram in Figure 4.7 shows the dependency of the
error distribution on the selected test subject. We thus used all the possible
combinations of the test set to evaluate the performance of the classification
algorithm where a leave-one-out-procedure is used.

Our approach was verified using different inputs of human motions based
on event representation. These motions contain seven actions (walking on the
spot, running on the spot, waving one hand, picking up an object from the
ground, bending, upper body pushing, and jumping-jack) in which each action
was performed by 11 subjects. Our results reveal that the extracted feature
derived from the bio-inspired model attained a high level of performance with
the average performance of the action recognition tasks being 92.08%, 96.1%
and 97.4%.

Our classification mechanism could be extended by extracting the feature
vector based on human limbs and ignoring the body motion feature since
the human limbs can define an essential feature of an action in the scene.
The feature vector could be enriched by adding extra visual properties. These
properties could be extracted from higher cortical areas of the motion pathway,
such as area MST, or other brain functions of the form pathway. This would
enable the model to detect more complicated actions in the visual scene.
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Summary

In this thesis we have proposed a neural model for motion estimation inspired
by the visual system of mammals. We have demonstrated how computational
mechanisms of visual processing areas can be implemented and how these ar-
eas can interact with each other. Since the new technology of event-based
sensors simulate the spike-generation functionality of the biological retina, we
used a silicon retina (DVS) for visual data acquisition instead of a conven-
tional frame-based sensor. The computation of our model was motivated by
neurophysiological and psychophysical studies. These studies have shown that
the visual cortex analyzes motion information along a hierarchical architecture
composed of several visual areas. These areas interact through bidirectional
interconnections in which bottom-up connections pass on the driving visual
input from lower areas to higher areas, while top-down connections re-enter
higher level representations to the earlier areas via feedback. Motion percep-
tion is analyzed along a dorsal pathway starting from the primary visual cortex,
area V1. The responses from area V1 are forwarded to subsequent areas such
as the middle temporal (MT) and beyond, in which neurons in area V1 are se-
lective for motion direction, while neurons in area MT are selective for motion
velocity (speed and direction). Our work thus proposes a bio-inspired visual
model in which feedforward and feedback interactions are incorporated. It ad-
dresses two main model visual areas with different feature selectivity, V1 and
MT. The initial motion is estimated in model area V1 using spatiotemporal
filters to locally detect the direction of motion. The responses of area V1 are
then weighted and pooled by cells in model area MT which are selective to
different velocities, i.e. direction and speed. Such feature selectivity is derived
from compositions of activities in the spatio-temporal domain and integrating
over larger receptive fields. In order to account for the bidirectional coupling of
cortical areas, we mapped properties of the feature selectivity in both areas for
feedback processing. We integrated the responses over different speeds along
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a particular preferred direction. In order to regulate the overall activation of
single neurons against a pool of neighboring cells, we incorporated a compet-
itive stage that operates upon the spatial as well as the feature domain. The
results of the optical flow estimation were analyzed using synthetic ground
truth data. We tested our model using different kinds of stimuli moving in dif-
ferent directions. The results showed an improvement in the flow estimation in
area MT and modulated V1, compared with the initial motion estimation in
area V1. In order to examine the performance of our model for classification
tasks, we selected action recognition as a case study using different biologi-
cal movements with satisfactory results. The following section introduces the
main contributions of our work.

5.1 Main contributions

The model is mainly about motion detection, integration and the signaling
along bottom-up as well as top-down streams. The input is derived from
event-streams generated by a new camera technology. For the motion detection
and integration, we modeled two areas of the visual cortex, V1 and MT. The
bottom-up signals (V1→ MT) are predominantly driven by spatio-temporal
features (which do not distinguish between different speeds). The top-down
signals (MT → V1), on the other hand, are driven by signals derived from
representations that are sensitive to direction as well as speed. The questions
here are how is it possible to build a model that is consistent with the spike
generation of the silicon retinas and how can the higher area signals interact
with the signals of the lower area where both are fed by different feature
domains? Our model proposes possible solutions to these questions, which can
be divided into four main contributions:

• We adapted the spatio-temporal filters of the type suggested by findings
of [Adelson and Bergen, 1985] to be consistent with the address-events
representation. In the model of Adelson-Bergen, the authors suggested
to utilize temporal gamma functions of different duration in order to
accomplish temporal smoothing and differentiation, leading to a tempo-
rally biphasic response shape. In order to transcribe this functionality
to the spike-trains output of the DVS sensor, we make use of the follow-
ing approximation: The biphasic Adelson-Bergen temporal filters can be
decomposed into a convolution of numerical difference kernel (to approxi-
mate a first-order derivative operation) with a temporal smoothing filter.
The event-based sensor already operates by generating discrete events
based on changes, i.e. temporal derivatives, in the input signal. For that
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reason, we employ temporal smoothing filters which are calculated from
the integral of Adelson-Bergen temporal filters (see Equation (2.10)) and
convolve them with the input stream of events to obtain scaled versions
of temporally smoothed derivatives of the input luminance function. To
simplify the integral operation, we suggest to reconstruct Adelson-Bergen
gamma functions by combining two temporally offset Gaussian functions.
Here, the integration results of the Gaussian combinations generate new
temporal filters that consistent with the spike-generation of the DVS
sensor.

• We proposed a new mechanism to simulate the functionality of the corti-
cal area MT. The suggested neural mechanisms of area MT is motivated
by principle findings of neuroscientists studies. The localized measures
from area V1 are integrated in area MT [Born and Bradley, 2005] through
larger RFs which are roughly ten times the RFs of V1 cells [Maunsell and
van Essen, 1987, Albright and Desimone, 1987]. In our model, we inte-
grated the responses of the spatio-temporal filters through RFs, or filters,
which are larger in their size by up to an order of magnitude. However,
the limited spatial resolution of the DVS sensor (128 × 128) [Lichtsteiner
et al., 2008] handicaps us from increasing the size of the MT filters to
ten time the size of V1 filters. For that reason, we set the filters sizes
with range of (V1:MT 1:≥3). This problem is however not a conceptual
one of our approach and will most likely be solved with future versions
of the DVS sensor. The geometry of the RFs in area MT has been
investigated by [Born, 2000] in which two types of RFs profiles are de-
fined. The first type is classical receptive field (CRF) which responds
best to wide field motion. While the second type is center-surround cell
which is sensitive to motion contrast. In our modeling, we focused on
CRF cells in which Gaussian weighting function has been used to de-
scribe the RFs profiles. This function has been used in many studies
to describe the neural RF model (see e.g., [Escobar and Kornprobst,
2012, Tschechne et al., 2014a, Bayerl and Neumann, 2004]). The neural
functionality of MT cells is modeled to be selective to different directions
and speeds which is consistent with the physiological findings [Albright,
1984, Felleman, 1984, Lagae et al., 1993]. Here, we integrate the early
motion responses of area V1 by utilizing circular RFs weighting func-
tions with Gaussian profile. Such integration operates at a much larger
spatial context to properly integrate localized responses of area V1. As a
consequence, the uncertain flow estimation will be enhanced in area MT.
In order to equip MT cells with different speed selectivity, we suggest to
incorporate elongated RFs of Gaussian weighting function in our model.
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These RFs are oriented in the spatial-temporal domain which, in turn,
enables the integration strategy to increase the speed selectivity of MT
cells to different speeds (slow, mid and fast motions). The orientation in
space-time domain with different angles encodes the speed of the input
stimulation in which high oriented angles represent high-speed detectors,
while small oriented angles represent slow-speed detectors.

• To enhance the initial motion estimation in area V1 and reduce ambi-
guity in the estimated motion, top-down feedback signals from area MT
are fed back and re-entered in area V1. Along the feedforward path dif-
ferent feature representations of the spatio-temporal input are generated
through hierarchically organized filter processes. The specific features
extracted are spatio-temporal frequency (in V1) and velocity (direction,
speed) at spatial locations (in MT), respectively. In order to generate a
proper feedback signals from model area MT that can combine with the
spatio-temporal responses in V1, we integrated the responses over differ-
ent speeds along a particular preferred direction. Such matching allows
top-down feedback signals from area MT to to be compatible with the
feature property of area V1.

• We incorporated the response normalization in our model to achieve
balance activities of individual neurons in areas V1 and MT. The in-
teraction between the normalization of responses and the enhancement
activities via feedback projection establishes the dynamics of visual cor-
tical processing. Following the suggestion of [Bouecke et al., 2011] and
theoretical studies (e.g., [Brosch and Neumann, 2014]) we carried out
the normalization process using model neuronal activation which is de-
scribed by [Grossberg, 1988] as gradual changes of the membrane poten-
tial. Activity normalization of model area V1 and MT is computed by
realizing a slightly simplified version of the scheme described in [Brosch
and Neumann, 2014] and solve the normalization interaction at equi-

librium, namely evaluating the state response for dv(t)
dt

= 0. Here, the
normalization process is carried out in spatial domain by calculating the
pool of activities of individual neuron over a circular spatial neighbor-
hood. In addition, we normalize neuron activities in the feature domain.
Since different properties are derived from both visual areas, V1 (direc-
tions and spatio-temporal selectivity) and MT (speed and directions),
we normalized responses of area V1 by averaging activities of each cell
over all directions. In area MT, on the other hand, we normalized the
responses by averaging activities for individual directions by integrating
the activities of cells over different speeds.
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5.2 Relevant publications

Abdul-Kreem, L. I. and Neumann, H. (2016). Estimating visual mo-
tion using an event-based artificial retina. Series of CCIS Communications
in Computer and Information Science. Computer Vision, Imaging and Com-
puter Graphics Theory and Applications. Springer International Publishing
Switzerland 2016

Abdul-Kreem, L. I. and Neumann, H. (2015.). Neural mechanisms of
cortical motion computation based on a neuromorphic sensory system. PLOS
ONE, DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0142488. November 10.

Abdul-kreem, L. I. and Neumann, H. (2015). Bioinspired model for mo-
tion estimation using address event representation. 10th International Con-
ference on computer vision theory and application,VISIGRAPP, (Proc. 10th
Int’l. Joint Conf. on Computer Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics
Theory and Applications, VISIGRAPP 2015; March 11-14, Berlin, Germany,
2015).

Tschechne, S., Brosch, T., Sailer, R., Egloffstein, N., Abdul-kreem, L.
I., and Neumann, H. (2014). On event-based motion detection and integra-
tion. Proc. 8th Int’l Conf. on Bio-inspired Information and Communication
Technologies, BICT 2014, Dec.1-3, Boston, MA, USA, ACM digital library.
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